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Introduction
It seems that each year the first sentence in the Annual Report has been "19xx was the

busiest year yet experienced at Queen's University Biological Station". 1998 was no
exception, with some 9174 user-days recorded (1% increase from 1997 - user-day data are
displayed in tabular form on pp. 58-59). On average, 42 researchers (professors, graduate
students, honours students and assistants) were in residence throughout the summer. Abstracts
of 1998 research projects and the personnel involved are contained in the following pages (pp.

21-56).
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Year

In teaching activities, QUBS hosted 13 modules (17 weeks worth of modules, since
several of these were of two weeks duration) in the Ontario Universities Program in Field
Biology (OUPFB). Seven of these modules were presented by Queen's instructors, six by
instructors from other institutions. Titles and enrolments for modules held at QUBS and the
OUPFB in general are found in Tables 1 through 3 (pp. 18-20). In addition to the modules
mentioned above, Dr. Ed Kott (Wilfrid Laurier University) brought his field course for senior
undergraduates to QUBS for two weeks in late summer.
The demand for small conferences, meetings, workshops and field trips by non-Queen's
groups remains high. However, QUBS is only able to accede to requests when not in conflict
with teaching and research uses and in limited fashion in the colder seasons, because of the
seasonal nature of our logistical support and accommodation. In 1998, as in 1997, only a small
number of these events were hosted at QUBS. We anticipate that the proposed new central
building will improve the ability of QUBS to respond to such requests by extending the available
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season with logistical support available year-round (see below reo Biodiversity Centre).
QUBS continues to be an important destination for a variety of field trips, especially
those associated with fall and winter term courses. When asked about key experiences at
university, alumni often cite field trips and field courses as most memorable, stimulating and
influential experiences. This exposure to field work is a vital component of study of biology and
often is the stimulus that encourages students to pursue a career in the biological sciences. A
summary of conference, meeting and field trip use of QUBS in 1998 appears later in this report
(p. 57).
Ice Storm
The year started with a devastating ice storm. Freezing rain fell over a huge area of
Eastern Ontario, Western Quebec and Northern New York. The ice built up rapidly over a 36
hour period, causing tree limbs and whole trees to bend with the weight and finally break,
dropping limbs or toppling entire trees. High winds exacerbated the situation.
January 7 (Wednesday) - This Wednesday night was unbelievable, with the sound of
crashing and smashing all around the house. Every few minutes we would hear another crash,
then another until it was hard to imagine there would be any trees left standing. Power was off,
then on again all through the evening.
January 8 (Thursday) - Power off for good about 1:30 am. In the morning, the scene
was one of general devastation. It was difficult to see any distance with so many trees and limbs
down, bent over and fully ice-covered. Venturing out to check the buildings and the station road
was difficult and hazardous. The wind was still strong and limbs were still falling. Despite all
the tree damage, most buildings suffered only minor damage. Cabin 2, the old tank house and
the Sumac Cottage pumphouse received major damage. The hydro lines are in tough shape, with
several line breaks and several broken poles. The transformer pole at Earl Cottage was shattered
and the transformer lying on the ground (see photo, page 3).
Worked for the better part of the day ensuring that we had water ( a hole in the ice by
the boathouse) and cooking equipment (Coleman stove and propane barbeque). Cut enough trees
off the station road to permit passage of the tractor. Checked out our generators - all working!
Means of providing power to the furnaces in the Manager's House and White House using the
big generator were devised. Television stations and radio stations are down - either with
reduced power or antenna damage - hard to get news about the outside world. Floyd is fine with
the small woodstove in the Assistant Manager's House.
January 9 (Friday) - After another day's work, the station road was finally clear of trees
and sanded well enough to allow us to drive out. Checked on our neighbours and friends. The
big generator is used once in the morning and once before bedtime to bring the Manager's
House and White House up to temperature. People, especially farmers, are desperate for
generators, so we loan out one to run milk pipelines for some local farmers and one to run sump
pumps at Chaffey' s Lock. We keep the big one, but load it into the back of the red truck so that
it can be moved easily. We are fortunate to have lots of gasoline. Without power, the service
stations cannot even pump gas.
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January 10 (Saturday) - Finally cleared all of the trees and limbs off the station road.
Worked with Pat Weatherhead to open the road to Weatherhead's and Monaghan's. Drove to
Elgin to use the telephone. It seems that the only telephone working in this part of the world
is the pay phone in Elgin. Took the generator to Weatherhead's this afternoon - had supper by
electric light as the generator kept their freezer working. January 11 (Sunday)- Cleared the trees
off the road to Assistant Manager's House and Earl Cottage - a major undertaking! Borrowed
a cell phone from a friend - it even works sometimes. Even the major communications towers
are down, hampering cell phone use. The telephone at Elgin works sometimes.
January 12 (Monday) - Foray to Kingston to get batteries, candles and stove fuel. Power
has been restored to parts of the city - lineups for emergency supplies. Attempt to get backup
parts for generators - impossible!
January 13 (Tuesday) - Cleared road to Boathouse. Cut all trees and limbs off primary
hydro lines on the station. Cell phone still unreliable.
January 14 (Wednesday) - Worked with Pat Weatherhead to fully clear his road of trees
and limbs. Started to clear trees and limbs off main power line to station. Worked back
through Curtis property and on to Warren's.
January 15 (Thursday) - Worked at clearing the hydro lines down to Earl Cottage - what
a jumble of wood. Cleared a rudimentary path through Lundell's roadway.
January 16 (Friday) - Finished clearing main line to station all the way to Don Warren's.
When Hydro crews finally come, they will not be delayed by having to clear these lines. Started
work on clearing main hydro lines running past Weatherhead's and down toward Toohey's.
January 17 (Saturday) - Continued clearing main lines past Weatherhead's all the way to
Toohey's. In some places, one cannot believe all the trees and limbs down. In one span
between poles, Pat Weatherhead and I counted over 200 trees on the lines.
January 18 (Sunday) - Cleared the road and the hydro lines into Turid Forsyth's house.
It has sat empty since Meg left when the storm hit. Fired up both woodstoves and drained the
water system. Power restored to Elgin.
January 19 (Monday) - Finally finished clearing the lines past Weatherhead's all the way
to Toohey's. At least the Hydro crews will not have to waste time in clearing these lines when
they do come - it seems that we live in a forgotten part of the region.
January 20 (Tuesday) - Clark back to school at Elgin. Started clearing fallen trees
around QUBS cabins. Hydro crews working on the lines coming in to Chaffey's Lock.
January 21 (Wednesday) - Continue with clearing debris around buildings. Power
restored along Opinicon Road.
January 22 - (Thursday) - Hydro crews working onsite at QUBS. Power restored to
central transformer by 5 pm.
January 23 - (Friday) - Hydro crews replace broken poles in Earl Cottage line and Curran
Cottage line. Power fully restored to all buildings at QUBS by evening.
Sixteen days without power! In the meanwhile, an enormous amount of work to clean
up the mess. However, the majority of the cleanup and repair had to wait for spring to arrive.
There was a long list of minor damage to buildings and endless woody debris to clean up. The
following is a list of damages:
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- electrical repairs - several power poles replaced
- a new transformer installed at Earl Cottage meter
- many new guys and anchors installed
- new meter donut installed at Sumac Cottage meter
- computer repair - power supply on weather computer
- Manager's House - chimney damaged
- Cabin #2 - badly damaged - requires replacement - tree hit NW corner
- Cabin #3 - roof, fascia damage
- Cabin #6 - roof, fascia damage
- Cabin #8 - roof damage
- Trilab - roof damaged - limb through roof Room #4
- Boathouse - windows broken, electrical line to tankhouse torn down
- Tankhouse - tree fell on roof - soffit and fascia badly damaged
- Workshop - propane heater chimney knocked off, tree hit roof - roof and fascia
damaged
- Aviary - tree hit roof - roof, rafters and supports damaged
- Assistant Manager's House - tree limb hit roof and eavestrough - requires new
sheathing and shingles in 114of roof, eavestrough damaged
- Curran Cottage - electric service entrance pulled off building
- Sumac Cottage Pumphouse - flattened by tree
- Maplewood Cottage - roof & fascia damaged
In addition, countless hours were spent in clearing all the roadways and trails on QUBS
properties and the perimeter of the open fields. A large thank you to all the QUBS regulars
who helped with this work. As good neighbours, we cleared the Post Office Gate road to permit
repair crew access to the cottages along this roadway. The Post Office Gate Road is the
dividing line between neighbouring properties and the Hughson Tract south and east of Lake
Opinicon. Many thanks to Gabriel Blouin-Demers who volunteered time to assist with removal
of some threatening trees overhanging Maplewood and Sumac Cottages. Some of these were
very tricky felling situations, but were managed with aplomb by Gabe and Frank. In early
spring, our neighbour, Dave Warren assisted in removal of over 100 Red Pines which fell on
the power line to Curran Cottage, the leach field and around Maplewood and Sumac Cottages.
This took a concerted effort of over a week. In return for his help, the logs were hauled out and
milled by Dave to build a garage at his house overlooking Indian Lake. In summer, QUBS
donated some cedar trees from the Hughson Tract to the Pinsonneaults ("The Cedars") to replace
the cedars in front of their home and art gallery at Chaffey' s Lock which were destroyed in the
ice storm. Repairs to buildings at QUBS took place over the summer, although we didn't get
to all of the work in '98. Proper repairs to the roof of the Assistant Manager's House and
replacement of Cabin #2 (we repaired it well enough to be used for '98) will wait until '99.
The last major storm to hit QUBS was the windstorm of '78 which caused extensive
damage to the station. Hopefully these incidents keep the twenty year spacing and do not become
more frequent! At least, no one was hurt in either incident.

Visiting Scientist
This year, we were pleased to host Dr. Anders Pape Meller of the Laboratoire
d'Ecologie, Universite Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, France as visiting scientist. Dr. Meller is
an internationally known and respected biologist with wide interests in behavioural ecology. Dr.
M011erspent two weeks in early June at QUBS, conducting some research in conjunction with
Dr. Raleigh Robertson and interacting with QUBS regulars. During this time, Dr. Meller
delivered three stimulating seminars on his research (details on pp. 47,48,and60). This Visiting
Scientist Program is funded with monies from the Office of Research Services at Queen's.
Biodiversity Centre
Plans for replacement of the old lodge and construction of the new Biodiversity Centre
at QUBS are progressing well. Early in 1998, work began with the architect, Tom Blood
(Nepean). A series of meetings have been held through the year with the architect. From
Queen's, Frank and Raleigh and representatives of Queen's Physical Plant, notably Pat
Caulfeild, have been involved in the planning process. At present, a next-to-final set of plans
of the Biodiversity Centre are ready. All that remains is to produce working drawings for
potential contractors and the tendering process.
With respect to fundraising, the announcement of major funding from the Canadian
Foundation for Innovation in the amount of $341,792 was made in fall. With this award, funds
at hand for the project now amount to $689,975. Current estimate of the overall cost of the
Biodiversity Centre stands at $1.1 million. This includes all related costs of demolition and
construction and landscaping and of outfitting and equipping the Centre with furniture,
commercial kitchen equipment, electronic communications equipment and a technical lab. There
are outstanding applications to the Ontario Challenge Fund and a major corporation, which,
hopefully, will enable us to reach our goal. Meanwhile, with a potential construction date of
September 1999, there is much to do to expedite the process. With any luck, all of the
necessary funds will soon be in hand and plans for the new Biodiversity Centre can start to be
realized.
MFA Grant Application
QUBS has been the recipient of a grant from the Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council (NSERC) for the past 16 years. Originally known as NSERC Infrastructure
Grant, it is now Major Facilities Access Grant from NSERC. MF A recognizes the importance
and value of shared research facilities. In fall, it was necessary to reapply for this funding for
the next 3 years. Raleigh and Frank, with the assistance of all our major users, put forward this
application. With the continuing high levels of use of QUBS and the multi-university aspect of
the research, it is hoped that major funding for QUBS via NSERC MFA will continue.
Announcements should be forthcoming in early spring.
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Seminars
Raleigh and Frank organized the seminar program for 1998. A full list of speakers and
topics appear later in this report (p.@. For 1999, we will make an effort to organize a full
schedule of seminars. We would hope to engage all graduate students nearing the end of their
research in delivering seminars to the QUBS population. In addition, some special seminars
from visitors would be desirable. Suggestions for speakers and topics are always welcome.
Open House
The annual Open House was held on Sunday, July 5 in 1998. Some 300 visitors toured
the displays of research. Thank you to all the QUBS regulars whose hard work in preparation
of displays, and in serving as hosts to our visitors, makes this event a success year after year.
The 1998 version of the Community Newsletter (seventeenth edition) was distributed in
early July to more than 900 households and cottages in the vicinity of Chaffey's Lock, Elgin and
Perth Road Village. The newsletter keeps contact with our friends and neighbours even if they
are unable to attend the Open House.
Both of these initiatives are vital to maintenance of close contact with the neighbouring
community of QUBS. It is most encouraging to see the interest in activities at the field station.
Events such as these allow continuing involvement in field station activities by the local
community. Without support of the community, opportunities at QUBS would become more
restrictive.
Renovations and Additions

tile field. The new field is located on the east side of the road halfway between Sumac Cottage
and Curran Cottage. The system was installed by R.J. Smith (Delta), with financial assistance
from the Faculty of Arts and Science. With grass seeding done in late fall, the system should
be fully functional for summer of 1999.
5) With the stress of snowplowing, a new clutch was required for our Ford 4x4 work
truck (green truck). This was installed by Haskin's (Crosby).
6) In fall, the transmission in the GMC S15 truck (red truck) suddenly failed and required
replacement. This was to be an expensive undertaking until a used transmission was found in
Quebec. The work was done by Condie's (Kingston).
7) In effecting repairs to the rear of the Trilab necessitated by the ice storm, it was
noticed that dry rot and ants had taken their toll on the support members at the comer of the
Trilab between Rooms 3 and 4. The old, rotted timbers were replaced and damage caused by
water to the soffit and fascia was repaired.
8) On Cabin 15, it was noted that the soffits and fascia were in poor condition. On close
inspection, it was revealed that the lower sections of the roof were rotting away, presumably a
result of water backing up under the shingles. As a result, the shingles were removed, the lower
rows of sheathing on both sides removed and replaced and the entire roof reshingled. The entire
soffit and fascia were also replaced.
9) Repairs to the deck, seating and railings at Sumac Cottage were made in late summer.
Some of the old material had rotted as a result of water damage.
10) In early summer, the water pump system at Earl Cottage was replaced. The old
piston pump and pressure tank were getting old and cranky. A new jet pump and pressure tank
has greatly improved water delivery to this cottage.
11) In mid-summer, we careened the small barge (H.M. Dinah) and replaced the
carpeting on the deck. At the same time, we repaired the perimeter safety rails and had some
more bracing welded in.

In 1998, much effort was spent in dealing with repairs necessitated by the damage
wrought by the January ice storm. In addition, a series of changes and improvements to QUBS

Geographic Information System Project

facilities were undertaken. Among these were:
1) In late summer, the shingles (19 years old) were removed from the Manager's House.
Some sheathing above the bathroom and near the chimney were replaced and the entire roof
reshingled. At the same time, a new chimney and flashing were installed.
2) In early summer, a new Cabin #13 was built. We moved the new cabin a bit up the
hill, the new location about halfway between cabins #12 and #14. This location improves air
circulation, improves the spacing between cabins on the lower line and affords a spectacular
view of the osprey nest on Lamb Island. The new cabin is larger (10'xI6'), insulated and offers
good desk space within. The old cabin #13, which is mouldering away, will be removed in
1999.
3) In fall, a new roof was installed on Keast Cottage. The old roof leaked badly in the
spring rains, so replacement was necessary. Because of the low pitch on the main room, it was
decided to install a steel roof.
4) With several failures of the old septic system (1950's vintage), a new septic system
was installed at Curran Cottage. The new setback rules dictated a pump-up system to a remote

As an aid to all QUBS users and an attempt to consolidate available information on
QUBS properties and research, and to form the basis of an overall management plan for QUBS
properties, development of a Geographic Information System (GIS) at QUBS continues. Many
QUBS users are gathering Geographic Positioning System (GPS) data for use in research
projects. Some of these data can be incorporated into the developing GIS. Frank and Floyd
have been collecting mapping information, especially roads, trails and major habitat boundaries
for direct importation into the GIS. The six lakes within the Pangman Conservation Reserve
were mapped in 1998. Warner Lake, an important lake for bass study, was intensively mapped
in an effort to improve its capability for detailed field work.
In addition, Agnes Kliber was hired under a SWEP grant via Dr. Chris Eckert (details
in the research section under Eckert). Agnes mapped fields, roads and boundaries across QUBS
properties, started a biological assessment and mapping of the Moore's Tract and put together
some guides to using the GPS and GIS at QUBS. Little was known about the Moore's Tract,
so Agnes' work is a start to better understanding of the potential of this property.
Claire Nadler, a student working with the French Institute of Forestry, agricultural and
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Environmental Engineering, developed a system of sampling the vegetation of the Moore's
Tract. Permanent sample plots were established and mapped using GPS to permit long-term
sampling. Agnes and Claire worked together on some of this sampling.
McQueen Donation
Dr. Don McQueen (Department of Biology, York University) was winding up his
activities at the Ministry of Environment Research Station at Dorset, Ontario. In so doing, he
offered QUBS a series of materials for use in research and teaching. These we gratefully
accepted, the only catch being that we had to go and get it, and we had to take the building in
which they were stored. Accordingly, Frank and Rod went up to Dorset in late summer and
dismantled the building and brought back a truck and flatbed trailer (Rod's trailer) full of gear one building, trap nets, hoop nets, purse seines, Windermere traps etc. The building was rebuilt
down by the storage barns on the Hughson Tract and all the gear repacked in it. Two more trips
were made in fall to transport four large mesocosms which Don also donated to QUBS.
A very large thank you to Dr. McQueen for his generosity. The sampling gear will be
kept at QUBS and will undoubtedly be put to good use in a variety of teaching and research
programs.
Naturalist Workshop
In 1998, no Naturalist Workshop activities were undertaken. This is the first year in

twenty years that the program was not offered. In planning for 1998, it was decided not to offer
a Naturalist Workshop program to avoid competing with lodge replacement and construction of
the new Biodiversity Centre, which we had hoped might happen in fall of '98. It is .expected
that this outreach program will be back on track for 1999. In its absence, the demand for and
inquiries about the program have been overwhelming.
The Weather Report
The most unusual and spectacular weather event of 1998 at QUBS was Ice Storm '98,
which is covered elsewhere in this publication. As another superlative for the year, Environment
Canada reported that 1998 had the warmest winter, spring, summer and autumn that our region
had seen in a very long time.
Rather than discuss 1998 weather patterns in detail, the current section will simply note
ice-on and ice-off dates, summarize operation of the weather station (breakdowns and
maintenance, probe installations, data anomalies), and summarize data features and capabilities
for those not familiar with them.
By 01 April 1998, Telephone Bay of Lake Opinicon was free of ice but there was still
ice visible on the far side of the lake at this location. By 05 April, the ice was gone in the
northeast part of the lake all the way to the QUBS boathouse, with only a few strips of ice left
in the rest of the lake. By evening of 06 April 1998, we had "Ice Out" on Lake Opinicon,
Ospreys were heard, Wood Frogs and Spring Peepers were singing, and lots of Mourning Cloak
butterflies had been seen. On 17 April 1998, we recorded the first Black Fly bite, the first

Phoebe egg, and one of the first times of Grey Tree Frog songs for the season.
In most recent years, November has seen ice on large portions of Lake Opinicon. In
extreme seasons, the lake has frozen over solidly in November (sometimes thawing again before
the end of the month). Through November and early December of 1998, Lake Opinicon had
only small patches of thin ice and these carne and went over periods of days. Even Cold Spring
Swamp was free of ice for a time in early December. On 21 December 1998, many mergansers
were audible on Lake Opinicon and the lake was still largely ice-free, while the ground was
totally snow-free; about 3 em of snow had come and gone since the first light dustings on 16 and
17 November. On 22 December, a cold front with snow and high winds moved in just after
dawn, forcing the closure of Toronto Airport for an hour due to icy runways and low visibility.
Temperatures plummeted, and on 23 December 1998 Lake Opinicon had "Ice On" (complete
ice cover).
The following list summarizes QUBS weather station operations and gaps in the data in
1998. 1) The largest problems and longest data gap resulted from Ice Storm '98 when ice-laden
tree branches repeatedly shorted out electrical supplies, destroying the power board of the
weather station computer. The last data collected before that happened were at 2400 hr on 07
January 1998. A long electrical outage at QUBS coupled with delays in computer repairs
resulted in no more weather data being collected until 1810 hr on 08 February 1998. 2)On 17
April 1998, the O.lm and LOrn lake temperature probes were lifted off the lake bottom and
attached to their float at 1109 hours; fine tuning followed shortly thereafter. 3)In early June,
it was noted that the float and anchor arrangement of these probes was in need of repair, so on
10 June Floyd and Rod pulled the system up and installed a new anchor. Movement of the
system in the lake had tugged the l-rn probe down to the bottom of the lake (between 1.5 and
2.0m depth at that point), so it was reinstalled at its proper depth in a new garden hose sheath.
Repairs were complete by 1350 hours. The O.lm probe was unaffected by all of this.
4)On
12 August 1998, it was noted that the auto-updater on the computer wasn't running even though
the main weather menu was on-screen. The last entry in the data file at this point was 1800 hr.
EST on 02 August 1998, resulting in an approximate 6-day gap in the data. Exiting and reentering the program seemed to reactivate it, but the cause of the failure remains unknown. 5)
On 18 September 1998, it was discovered that there were "Sequential Communication Errors"
in the data uploads from micrologger to computer. The data seems to upload in smaller-thannormal blocks, but without error. Talks with the equipment supplier (Campbell Scientific) and
installation of a new modem ribbon cable suggest that the problem is a moisture-sensitive short
in the buried telephone cable from the micrologger to the computer. Diagnosis and repair will
be necessary in 1999! 6) On 4 December 1998, the 1m water temperature probe was for the
first time noted showing some negative values. This problem increased over the next days, and
will require a repair as early as possible in the spring of 1999. 7) In Floyd's absence, Frank
"winterized" the O.lm and 1.0m water temperature probes sometime between 10 and 15 January
1999. He walked out on the ice (10 cm of ice, 60 em snow) and cut the float free with a chain
saw. Heavy snow loading on the ice resulted in a major fountain through the cut hole, but
Frank eventually got the float off and allowed the probes to sink to the bottom for the rest of
the winter.
Data Features and Potential: Weather sensors at QUBS consist of temperature probes (one
in air at 1.5 m height, one in soil at O.15m depth, and 3 in water at depths of 0.1, 1.0, and
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3.0m), a relative humidity probe (in the Stevenson Screen with the air temperature probe), an
anemometer and wind direction vane at approximately 10 m above ground, a pyranometer
(measuring incoming sky and solar radiation) at approximately 12 m above ground, and a tipping
bucket rain guage. Each of these sensors is scanned every 5 seconds, and the resulting values
are stored in intermediate storage in the on-site micrologger. The micrologger summarizes these
data and stores final values at intervals specified by the system operator; at the present time,
summaries are stored for some of the sensors at intervals of 10 minutes, 20 minutes, hourly, and
daily (24 hours). Final storage data are uploaded automatically from the micrologger to the
dedicated weather computer every 3 hours, or upon demand. Specified subsets of the final data
can be produced for individual users upon request; these can be customized, for example, to
convert temperatures, rainfall, windspeed, etc. to specified units, and to pool short time intervals
to form longer ones. Users are urged to file their requests for data summaries with Floyd well
in advance of their actual needs, but when necessary summaries can often be produced within
one or two days of the request.
Friends of Opinicon
The Friends met formally only three times during the summer of 1998. We did two
short walks on QUBS property; one of those was rained out by the time we reached Peggy's
Brook on the Pangman tract. Naz (our "Prime Friend", Nasrene MacDonald) held her annual
Friends Potluck Dinner at her cabin on Hughson Island, with the usual good attendance and
many well-deserved praises and "thank-you'''s.
Congratulations
Dr. Anna Toline (Department of Fish and Wildlife, Utah State University) married Dr.
Leo Lentsch on June 13, 1998 in Charleston, South Carolina. Our best wishes go out to Anna
and Leo, our "Bass Babe" and her "catch".
In Sympathy
On April 16, 1998, Dr. Julian Szeicz (Queen's - Geography) was killed while engaged
in field research in the Yukon. An avalanche occurred while he and two graduate students were

carrying out tree coring. Both of the students survived the avalanche.
Julian was well known for his excellence in teaching and for the quality of his research.
He was a man impossible not to like. Our deepest sympathy is extended to Julian's wife, Dr.
Barbara Zeeb. Julian and Barbara were married only last year, right here at QUBS.
A memorial service was held in Grant Hall at Queen's on April 21, 1998. The
sentiments expressed at that memorial service show that Julian was an influential person in the
lives of many and will be missed by all who knew him. We have lost an important friend and
colleague.

As a tribute to Julian, a memorial plaque was affixed to a granite boulder and placed on
QUBS grounds, just off the loop road to the boathouse and near the path to Curran Cottage.
A specimen tree, a white oak was planted in Julian's memory beside the memorial. The plaque
reads:
This tree, Quercus alba, was planted
in memory of
Dr. Julian Michael Szeicz (1965-1998)
On April 16, 1998, Julian Michael Szeicz, 33, lost his
life in a snow avalanche in the Yukon, while carrying out field work
Julian joined the Dept. of Geography, Queen's
University, in 1995 as an Assistant Professor.
He received an award for excellence in
teaching and quickly developed an international
reputation in the field of paleoenvironmental
reconstruction and analysis
Julian had strong ties to QUBS on both
professional and personal levels. The field
station served as a teaching and research
facility for his paleoenvironmental and
biogeographic work. Julian and Barbara Zeeb
were married here on September 13, 1997
He is sadly missed by his family, friends,
colleagues and students
A scholarship fund in the name of Julian Szeicz has been set up at Queen's as another
tribute to his memory.
As this report and newsletter was going to press, we were informed that Robert Lundell
had passed away. Bob and Carolyn Lundell and family were the nearest neighbours to QUBS,
having their cottage located between Stumpy Bay and Birch Bay, just across Stumpy Bay from
Maplewood and Sumac Cottages at QUBS. Our sympathy and condolences to Carolyn and
family.
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QUBS Properties

Station User Fees

The fee schedule
unchanged from 1998.

for 1999 appears on the last page of ihrs report,

Fees remain

Theses and Publications

I

In an attempt to keep our listing of these and publications emanating from work carried
out at QUBS as current as possible, please submit citations as soon as available. 10 addition,
copies of theses should be forwarded to QUBS for the library (we will have them bound as
necessary). Reprints of publications would be appreciated.

Paries Canada- Rideau Canal
For the past several years, and again in 1998, the Superintendent of the Rideau Canal,
on behalf of Parks Canada-Rideau Canal, has provided QUBS with complimentary passes for
both of our pontoon boats (floating classrooms). Doug Stewart (Superintendent) is to be thanleerl
for Ibis generosity. These passes facilitate access to many study lakes along the Rideau Canal
and provide a wide range of research and teaching opportunities at no cost 10 QUBS personnel.
All users of QUBS thank Doug Stewart and Paries Canada for their continued support of
activities at the field station.
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Cover

The cover is a photograph taken by Marg Phelan of the lodge after the ice storm.

For records-keeping purposes, Ibis section of the Annual Repon will list uses of
properties, management activities and changes pertinent to ~fic
areas. Ennies will be made
QOTTCSpOOding
to particular tracts of land.

GIS Mapping

.

Development of a Geographic lnformation System database is moving forward. UStDg
the basic system set up in consultation with Dr. Rollie Tinliae (Queen's GlS Lab) and Sean
Cashin (Queen's Geography), Ontario Base Maps and Geographic Positioning System data
collected on site are available using AutoCad Map. The mapping of trails, roads, shorelines and
habitalS on the various properties continues. With the help of Agnes Kliber. a basic guide to
the system was produced. Agnes also added much GPS detail to the database.
. .
There conlinDes 10 be difficulty in reconciling survey and metes and bounds descripllons
of properties with on-site GPS daIa.. Hopefully, this can be everuuaIly resolved, so as to provide
the best location information possible to QUBS users.
Over time, a fully functional GIS will develop. This will fODD the basis of an overall
management plan for QUBS properties.

Hughson Tract
The Hughson Tract was used for studies of Tree Swallows, Eastern Bluebirds, Go~winged Warblers, damselflies, dragonflies, chironomids, water mites, forest edge commumues,
Black Rat Snakes, Northern Water Snakes, Garter Snakes and Pumpkinseed Sunfish in 1998.
Dr. Weatherhead and his students continue to use the snake pens constructed at the back
of the S.R. Brown fields, just at the east side of Lindsay Lake Pond.
The various bird box grids were used intensively by Dr. Raleigh Robertson and his
students in work on cavity-nesting birds (Tree Swallows and Eastern Bluebirds). Dr. Anders
Moller's work on immune systems of Tree Swallows was facilitated by the long-standing nest
box grids.
The plots used by Dr. Aarssen and his students were rotc-tilled in fall. These include
the western half of the large plot previous! Ytilled in the Lane Sargeer Field and the IWO smaller
plots (one fenced, the second unfenced) in the New Barn Field.
In conjunction witil Tim Demmons' management plan for Golden-winged Warblers, some
of the field edges were left untrimmed, retaining a 5 metre border in which succession will
produce a gradual transition from field to forest, seemingly the type of habitat preferred by these
birds.
Haying of the open fields was done by Bob Butterill and David Hughson. David has
been using the New Bam 10 store some of this hay.
In late summer, most of the trees and limbs knocked down along the borders of the fields
during the January ice stODD were removed. Some removal remains to be done in Lane Sargent
Field and the field SUIIOUDdingthe ·Hughson's· Tree Swallow grid.
Also in late Slimmer, the field edges on much of the Hughson Tract were trimmed back
with the bushhog, except those edges left for the Golden-winged Warbler project as noted above.
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In 1998, The Bonwill Tract was used for studies of Cerulean Warblers, forest edge
communities, shoot architecture and shading, damselflies, dragonflies, chironornids, water mites,
Black Rat Snakes, Northern Water Snakes and Garter Snakes. In addition, the Canadian
Wildlife Service Forest Bird MonilOnng Plots were visited by Floyd Connor and Dr. Allen
Keast, and the Ontario Ministry of Narural Resources (Eric Boysen - Kemptville) maintains
several Growth and Yield Plots flanking the Bedford Road.
In summer, trees and limbs knocked down along the borders of the fields during the
January ice storm were removed.
In late summer, the field edges of the Wire Fence FJeld were lIimmed back with the
bushhog, except three edges left for the Golden-winged Warbler project.
Haying of the open fields was done by Bob Butterill.
John M. emilI-Charles Sauriol Envjronmental Studin Area
The Cape-Sauriol Tract was used for studies of Cerulean Warblers, dragonflies,
damselflies, water mites, Largemouth and Smallmouth Bass, Yellow Perch, Sunfish production,
Black Rat Snakes and mating systems in Sagittaria in 1998.
In early spring, we cut all of the fallen trees from the January ice SIOrm off the Post
Office Gate Road.
In summer, the walking trails were also cut clear of fallen trees and branches.
Hilda and loha B. Pangman Conservation Rae""
In 1998, the Pangman Reserve was used for studies of Cerulean Warblers. Goldenwinged Warblers, forest edge communities, Black Rat Snakes, Northern Water Snakes, Garter
Snakes, Bullfrogs, Largemouth Bass, fish communities and paleolimnology.
Warner Lake continues to be a site of intensive study on Largemouth Bass populations.
Frank Phelan, Dr. David Philipp and students have individually PIT-lagged mosr of the male
bass in the lake and are conducting a multi-year study of bass populations. The lake has been
posted as a research lake and closed to fishing.
Lake surveys, including fish community composition, were continued in 1998 for
Lindsay, Long, Garter. Round and Poole lakes. The outpost cabin on Long lake facilitated
studies deep in the Reserve.
.
The suite of small lakes is also of interest to paleolimnologists, interested in documenting
climate change and forest structure changes in the past. Researchers involved in studies there
include memebers of the John P. Smollab at Queen's, and Euan Reavie now of University of
Toronto.
In summer, a concerted effort was required to clear the roadways and trails of trees and
branches downed by the January ice SIOrm.
The Lindsay Lake Road continues to be a popular place for nature walks with various

groups.

Bracken Tract
The Bracken Tract was used for studies of Tree Swallows, Eastern Bluebirds and forest
edge communities in 1998.
In fall, the property was intensively used by students in Geology 221 (Geological Field
Methods). Doug Archibald had the students determine the stratigraphy of the surficial sediments
with soil augers and conduct a magnetometer survey to determine the contact zone between the

background gneiss and the magnetic gabbro which holds the magnetite. This work is of Interest
since the area. used to be home 10 a very successful iron (magnetite) mine.
Maurice Hutchings is permitted 10 graze canle OIl this IJ1ICt. In exchange, Maurice keeps
an eye on the property.

Moores Ttpd
.
In 1998, the Moores Tract was used in studies of Black-capped Chickadees, snakes and
forest edge communities.
.
Throughout the year, with the help of Agnes Kliber (SWEP student) and Claire Nadler
(French Institute of Forestry, Agricultural and Environmental En~ring,
Nancy, France). a
stan was made at mapping and describing the plant communmes of the Moores Tract.
Permanent sample plots were established, their precise locations mapped with our Global
Positioning System (GPS) equipment and deIailed sampling of the plots was undertaken. In
additioo., ecotones between major habitats were mapped with the GPS equipment, This work
will enable a better appreciation of the features of the Moores Tract and will become part of the
in-house Geographic Information System which we are developing and provide necessary
information for inclusion in the developing QUBS management plan.
As in the past this tract was intensively used by ecology class field trips in the fall.
Preliminary cllscussiOllSwith Dr. Gerry Wyatt, who owns the property immediately to
the west of the Moores tract, indicated that there used 10 be a waJJci:ng trail through the property,
along the ridgetops from the Wyatt property to the Indian lake Road. Reopening this trail would
improve access to the interior of the property.
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Shane McCloskey - "The relationship between a<ljacent land use and the composition or
forest understory Dora" • M.Sc. Thesis

'TI

Species assemblages from forty forest sires at QUBS were compared in order 10
determine if adjacent land use affected the composition of the forest understorey.
Species
assemblage data were collected at the forest edge, eight metres into the forest and fifty metres
into the forest, Data were also collected for the vegetation in habitats directly adjacent 10 the
forest which were chosen to represent five distinct adjacent land uses (Field, Field with Trail,
Road, Railway, Trail). These were found 10 be each composed of unique species assemblages.
Differalces in species assemblages within their neighbouring forests however, were nOled only
at the trail-side edges, most Iilcely due 10 the effeas of ttampling and the effeas of lower light
levels at Ihese sites. This WIle of "trail-influenced" vegetation was quite naJroW and did nOl
exII:IId into the 8 m plots of forest interior. Forests neighbouring !he railway sites differed from
the others yet this was most Iilcely caused by differences in site topography. While each of !he
five adjaoent land typeS contained high levels of alien species, the associated forests were equally
resistent 10 alien species invasion. This is most likely due 10 the shaded environment of the
forest understorey which excludes !he majority of these "light. loving " aliens.

Andrea Franq - -Shoot architednre in trees aJon:

co

Shoot architecture (meristem allocation and branch lengths relative 10 leader lengths) was
recorded for plants occupying the north-facing (more shaded) and south- facing (less shaded)
edges of the Wire Fence Field. The purpose was to test the prediction that plants adjust their
shoot architecture under different light conditions 10 maximize lighl interception, i.e. with more
meristems allocated 10 branching and greater relative branch lengths under higher light (i.e. on
the South facing edges). Results will be forthcoming.
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Ryan McDonnell

McCloslcey, S.P.I. 1998. The relationship between adjacent land use and the
composition of forest understory
University, Kingston. Ontario

flora.

M.Sc. Thesis,

Department

of Biology, Queen's

Publications:
McPhee, C.S., S.P. Bonser, & L.W. Aarssen. 1997. The role of apical dominance in
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Ecoscieoce 4: 4~500.

Venecz,J.I.&L.W.Aarssen
1998 Effects fshoot
(Lytbraceae): Assessing the COstsof' r '.
o.
a~ removal in Lythrum salicana
101-111.
rep eduction and apical dommance. Ann. Bot. Fennici 35:

Dr. Peter Boag
"Studies of Population Gt!Ilelics"

Jim Austin - ·P?p?latI~n genetic structure of the bulltrol:
(Rana auesheiana) in the
northern limit of Its range· - M.Sc. Thesis
Bullfrogs (Rmu1 CQJt!S/)tiarw) are a COmmon wetland
.
throughout Central and Eastern United States and .
spea~ natuTa.Ily OCCurring
as pans of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.
so;:~em On~o and Quebec, as well
has been concern about the regional status f b 0 an sewhere 10 North America, there
information provided by local residents and limi~ ~~
~uJations ~
upon anecdolal
~ species are wetland loss and possibly over-barvestio gct3Despphic.surveys.
~
concerns for
importance of this species no work has been done
g..
I~ the ecol~cal
and economic
m the wa~ of demographic monitoring has been
regional geneuc status, and little
This study represents the first populan
.'
.
.
microsatellite markers have been developed
~e:ebC study of th~sspecies. Rapidly evolving
regional (southern Ontario and NE US) ~ress the ~oUowmgobjectives: I) To gather
differentiation that can be used b rezional . . e genebc data on genetic diversity and
geography and habitat connectivi~ on ~ene f1~d~e"::::
~d 2~ To. study the effect of
three parallel watersheds on the Mississino! Ri . 0
.
~ectJve IS being conducted along
'corrid
')
.
-.- ..1 VeT, ntano. Wetland connectivuy' (i
.
ors may be an Important condition for dispersal
.
I..e., aquanc
~, these results may provide valuable insi hi .
and gene flow over short distances; if
ISOlationon bullfrog population persistence g s:ro~
affect of Weiland fragmentation and
Frontenac Axis region of this study and
!' g done .at QUBS represents pan of the
QUBS personnel and equipment.'
er regions are being sampled with the support of

in

em:

a:,::tify

:m

nth

Dr. Chris Eckert
"Ecology & Evolution o( Plant Reproductive Strategies"

Chris Herlihy

"Rep d t'
lD_r_o uc sve assurance & the evolution of self-fertilization in Aquile .
ensis \n<llJunculaceae)" - M.Sc. Thesis
gta

canad. -.

The ttansition from outerossing to selfinz i
trend in flowering plan IS yet the ecoloaical d" s ~robably.the most common evolutionary

are not weU understood S'elf-fertili

. &""" an genetic selecnve forces causing this transition
.
•.., uuzanoo can be advantageous'
seJ'
and father 10 its own seeds whereas
' SIncea Jer can be both mother
,
an 01llCCOsser can only be a mother to its own seeds.

HoWC\.'C', selfiog may be costly if seJfed progeny are .inferior 10 outcroSSed ",ogal} due 10
inbreedmg depression. MoSt models of mating-system evolutioo have considered the opposing
effects of these two factors, and proposed that mating systems should evolve towards two stable
endpoints: predominant selfing and predominant outcrossing. However. mixed mating systems
(selfing combined wiIh outcrossing) are widespread, suggesting that other selective factors must
play key roles in the evolution of mating systems, Darwin was among the filst 10 note that
selection would favour selfing if it provided a means 10 reproduce when pollinators and/or
potential mates are scarce. To date, Darwin's reproductive assurance (RA) hypothesis has almost
never been experimentally tested. RA is expected 10 be a strong selective factor in species which
exist in small isolated patchy populations, such as wild columbine. Aquikgia canadensis, a
short-lived. spring-flowering perenoiaI commonly found around QUBS. Previous work at QUBS
indicated that this species has a well-developed capacity for automatic self-ferti.lization, which
may fuoClioo as an RA mechanism. 10 nine populations, 1 experimentally removed the capacity
for automatic self-fertilization by removing the anthers before they began to shed pollen. Tbe
RA hypothesis makes two predictions: (i) the seed SeJ of emasculaled (E) flowers should be
10'4'C' than intact control (C) flowen; and (ii) E flowers should engage in less selfing than C
flowers. As predicted. E flowers SeJ 22" fewer seeds per carpel than C flowers. By using
molecular markers 10 estimate the mating system. I determined thai E flo ....'er$ also produced a
much lower proportiDn of seeds via self-ferti.lizatioo. However, plugging the data from this
experiment plus previous results indicating strong inbreeding depression in this species into a
model of mating-system evolution indicated that, overall. the capacity for automatic
self-fertilization is strongly maladaptive in QUBS populations of A. canadensis.
Steven Griffin - "Effect of experimental protogyny on the mating system of
Aquilegia canadensis" - B. Sc. Thesis
Charles Darwin noticed thai progeny resulting from seIf·fertilization (selfing) have lower
fitness than progeny resulting from outcrossing (i,e, two different parents). FolJowing Darwin's
lead, evolutionary biologists have interpreted a wide variety of floral traits as mechanisms that
prevent sel.fing and/or promote outcrossing. For instance. dichogamy, the temporal separation
of stigma receptivity and anther dehiscence, has widely been interpreted as an anti-selfiog
mechanism, especially in species that lack physiological self-incompatibility. However, whether
dichogamy actually reduces the level of self-fertilization has never been tested experimentally.
My mission this summer was to test the hypothesis that protogyoy. a type of dichogamy in which
stigma receptivity precedes anther dehiscence, reduces selfing. My experiment involved three
populations of columbine (Aquiltgio clVllJlknsis), a common, spring-flowering perennial.
Columbine is an appropriate choice of species for several reasons: (I) It was widely thought to
be protogynous until our previous work at QUBS showed that it isn't. (2) It practices very high
levels of self-fertilization (75%), which appear to be maladaptive because of strong inbreeding
depression (see Herlihy's projecl above); (3) Because anthers sequentiaUydehisce over a 3-day
period. we can create protogynous flowers by removing the lim group of anthers to dehisce and
comparing these flowers to those in which a random group of anther have been removed. So,
armed with only a pair of tweezers, Icreated protogynous flowers and oon-protogynous control
flowers and then estimated the level of selfiog in both pbenotypes by analyzing the segregation
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of allozyme markers in the resulting progeny. Contrary 10 expectations, artificial protogyny did
not reduce the level of selfing. This leads LO the conclusion that protogyny may not be a viable
mechanism for avoiding the negative fitness consequences of self-fertilization in populations of
A. canadensis, at least in this portion of the species' range. My results also emphasize the
central role of direct experimental manipulation in testing hypotheses about the adaptive
significance of traits.

Dufour, K.W., PJ. Weatherhead, S.C Lougheed & C.O. Eckert. 1?99. A lest of the
good-genes-as-beterozygosity hypothesis using n:d-winged blackbirds. Behavioural Ecology. m

press.
Drs. Dolf Harmsen, Adele Crowder and Suzanne B1JJJt
·Patterns in ea!logical sucx:ession in oJd-faeid communities-

Agnes Kliber - -Biodiversity & habitat inventory of QUBS- - SWEP student.
In this era of massive extinction and babitat destruction, there bas been a major effon to
bet~ '?lderstand how biological diversity is distributed in time and space. Biodiversity and
habItat inventory bas, therefore, become a major component of land management. QUBS now
includes ~re ~an
ha ~fland set ~de for research education and conservation, yet we
have relatively little information on what kinds of species and habitats occur there. This summer
1 held a SWEP position sponsored jointly by QUBS and the Fowler Herbarium 10 initiate a
biological inventory ofQUBS land. With thehe!pfrom the Queen's Gl5 lab, Floyd Connor, and
Frank Phelan, I mapped the habitat features of the Moores tract using GIS in conjunction with
Ontario's new Ecological Land Classification, and developed an accessible electronic database
of pIan~,insect, and bird species ~urrences. 1also completed a map of the field edges, roads,
and trail of QUBS property (excluding the-Bracken Tract), and developed electronic maps using
the AutoCad-Map software. For long-term habitat assessment of the Moores Tract, nine 400 m2
permanent sample plots were established and censused, My other duties included the organization
of a ~owler Herbarium refer:encecollection at QUBS, the initiation of a list of botanical species,
locations and voucher specimens, and the production of a basic user's guide for GPS data
collection and the conversion of GPS files inro AlltoCad-Map drawing format using the
standardized QUDS Master Layer structure.

?2°O

PUblications:
Ecken, C.G. 1999. Contribution of autogamy and geitonogamy to self-fertilization in a
mass-flowering, clonal plant, Decodon verticillarus (Lythraceae). Ecology, in press.
Eckert, C.G., & A. Schaefer. 1998. Does self-pollination provide reproductive assurance
in wild columbine, Aqui/egio canadensis (Ranunculaceaej? American Journal of Botany &5:

919-924.

O'~nnelJ, .L:~ & C.G. Ecken, 1999. Differentiation in sexuality among populations
of AlI(ennano parlinii (Asteraceae). International Journal of PIant Science, in press.
Routley, M.B., K. Mavraganis & C.G. Eckert, 1999. Effect of population size on the
rnating system in a self-compatible, autogamous plant, Aquilegia canadensis (Ranunculaceae).
Heredity, in press.

This long-term project was staned in 1975, studying the overall c:ommun_itystrucnJre and
successional changes in two abandoned hayfields. In 1998 the project ~ continued ~ several
fronts. The vegewion ....'35 recorded twice (June and September) :wd the insect ~
were
sampled monthly from May tiD September. The main emphasis, however, was sbifted from
further field data collection to laboratory and data analysis. Dr. C~der oompleted the anaJy~
of the invasion of the woody species into the fields O\'eT the penod 19~5-1996.Dr. ~
.IS
sorting selected insect taxa, and with the assistance of a team of twelve insect taxooormsrs m
alOMa and the US is identifying the species, and developing abundance profiles. A
multi-species model is under development in cooperation with Mr. Janmaat of the ~ent
of Economics, which correlates abundances of the various insect species with the dynamics of
the vegetation.
Publications:
Crowder A. and R. Harmsen. 1998. Notes on forest succession in old-fields in
southeastern Ontario: the woody species. Canadian Field-Naturalist 112: 410418.
Blatt, S.E., A.M. ScbindeJ and R. Harmsen. 1999. Perfonnance of ~e goldenrod ~e

Trirhabdo virgau: Le Conte (Coleoptera; Chrysomelidae) on three potential bosts. CanadIan
Entomologist (10 press).

Dr. Allen Keast
"FISh C()D1munitystructure, species richness, and differing patterns of resource
division. in contrasting lake types"
Basic data OIl fisb community composition, diets and resource division, ~ 1200ntJasting
small lake types (00 selected bases of differences in size, maximum depth, relative development
of litIOraJ zone, and IimnoIogicaJ feaIures). gathered over a period of years, ~ suppl~~
and quantified. In the absence of such studies previously the wor~ has. the poten~.of providing
fundamental data on faClOTS governing the assembly of species m cornmumnes, and the
ical •__ ,;I;~ f individuaJ fish species.
ecoIogl
'~~J
0
~Y""
••
•
Iati .~. 1 ffects

Th
ter-bodies occupying a common geographic area to nururruze
tlwma ell'
,
have fish
from 6 to 25 fish species. Notwithstanding. ~s
so~e
common components dominate the major ecological roles. The specialist piscrvore role IS
utilized by the Large-mouth Bass in 70% of the lakes, specialist planktivore role by Golden

~::as rangmg

~c:rence,

1
27
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Shiner (50$). detritivorelsmall invertebrate predator role by Blunt-nose Minnow in 50% of the
lakes. The consumption of the commonest zooplankter, Bosmina longirostris, is mainly by the
abundant Bluegill where this seemingly later colonizer occurs but, IS variously cropped by
differing groups of species in isolated water-bodies from which Bluegill are absent. There are
dislribuLionally-limited fish species thai occur only in a couple of the lakes. These utilize
'co~ers' of ~hic rol~s do~inated.by other species. Why do they occur ar all? Explanation
entailed analysis of specific microhabitat and seasonal needs. Note also that juveniles commonly
have quite different space use and trophic ecologies to adults. The needs of all age groups must
~ satisfied. If interspecific co~petition for food resources and living space is a major factor
11 may OCCur between adults of dilferent species, between larvae, or between larvae of one and
adult in another. Such interaction levels/patterns prove to differ markedly between lakes.
Resolving this component is a fascinating challenge.
Speci~ richn~ss levels in the different laires follows the well-known finding that larger,
more ecologically dl~e
systems, and those with access to still larger waterways have the
largest number of species; by contrast, small, shallow, homogeneous, and isolated waterbodies
have the least. Thus the Cataraqui River estuary, lake-like in form but joined to the larger Lake
Ontario, has 25 plus fish species (depending on season). The tiny 10 ha Fish Lake near Picton
(Prince Edward County), with six species, has the least. (Fish Lake at first sight might be
thought of as a vast mud hole in a farmer's field is actually a very interesting old and dying Jalce
with a metre of clear water sitting on top of 15 metres of accumulated sedimem.) The Cataraqui
bas large lake elements from Lake Ontario. Fish Lake lacks centrarchids and the Yellow Perch.
It has no predatory piscivores. This absence permits wider habitat usage by small fish. Fish
Lake's limited fauna is linked to minimal habitat diversity. and periodic anoxia.
Examples of differing patterns of resource division between lakes are as follows. In the
Cataraqui Estuary the major pJanktivorous ftsh of the inshore littoral zone are Bluegill,
Bl~ntnose ~now, an~ Alewife: In Opini.~ 5-6 species share this resource. with the Bluegill
being the major planktivore, In ISOlated Atkins Lake near Brockville the major planktivores are
the Golden Shiner and Blunt-nose Minnow; in Little Round Lake near Sharbot Lake, the
Pumpldn~
and Golden Shiner; in Sunfish lake near Waterloo, the Yellow Perch, White
Sucker, Stickleback, and Golden Shiner. In small beaver ponds like the Lower Poole Pond near
Opinicon all six species (all small-bodied), utilize zooplankton.
Abundance figures and data on food uptake rates permit quantification of total and
perc~t cropping. Food webs, energy distributions and trophic cascade patterns differ
considerably between lake types. Trophic plasticity in lakes proves to be vastly greater thaIl in
comparable terrestrial systems.
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Dr. William Leggett
"Mechanisms underlying recruitment nr ftshes"
R~ch
assemblages. m
ex.~mely high
driving growth

within my laboratory. is directed toward understanding dynamics of fish species
fre~hwater and rnanne ecosystems. Because mortality of many fishes is
during the first year of life, understanding both physical and biotic factors
and survival during this time allows us to predict adult abundances. Our
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research which focuses on early life stages, cootributeS coocepUl3lly to population and
community ecology while simultaneously providing sound informatioo for managers coofroonng
sustainability issues in exploited ecosystems.
1. Temporal and spatial variAbility in larval sunfish production. Jim Garvey, Tom Berra,
Bill Leggett
Dr. Jim Garvey and Tom Berra led a research program in summer 1998 to.determine
if larVal production varies among sites within lakes. We sampled larval sunfishes twice ~~y
during spring through summer 1998 with 500 ,.m-mesh. ichthyoplan~
nets at five ~
ID
I..akt Opinicon, Ontario. Adult nesting activity (which estimaJe5 P?""'ual larVal. production) aI
four of the sites also was quantified wceldy through snorkelling... Spawmng and laJvaI
appearance occurred during May throug~ July.. Peale ~
densiues ranged from 0.8·3
1arvaeImJ among sites with peaks occurring aI different runes. Temporal patterns of adult
spawning and larval ~ce
weakly corresponded at 75 % of th~ si~. Site-specific ~
of spawning and Jarval production may dnve larval ~wth and ~val,
if zoop~
deasines
or pl"lldatorabundances are spatially patchy. T? predict .dynannc:sof fish pop~la~ons~ systems
WIth complex littoral zones. we must specifically link habitat C~bCS
with ~
production and survival. Because the ~ve
c:omPlexilyof littoral woes
dramalJCaUY
among lake ecosystemS, likdyas a functioc of disbubance events and ~
1D~ts, we m_USl
define (1) what constitutes 'valuable' habitat and (2) how the quannty and quality of habitat
changes among systems and through time.

difIc:n

Assista~

Jacqueline Beaudoin, Stephanie Carter. Stephanie DeChant-Garvey

2. Vegetation-induced variation inJake temperature.

GeofBaJl, Jim Garvey, BiD Leggel1

Previous research conducted by my group in Lake Opinicon demonstrated that predatory
Hydra c:anodOISis may reduce survival of larval sunfishes, The highest densiti_es of.Hydra ~
on the macrophyte Myriophyllum spicansm, perhaps because temperatures m this vc:&~
enhance growth and reproduction of this predator .. ~f _Ball explo~ .teIllpelaTUJ'e vananon ~
a function of vegetation abundance and oompcsrtion to Lake Opl~con. Tem~s
10
vegetation and open water areas did not consistently diff~ through nme. Thus, we tellIatJvely
conclude that other factors contribute to abundant Hydra m Mynophyllum beds.

3. Evaluating bow largemouth bass recruitment varies along a latitudinal gradienL Jun
Garvey, Libby Marschall, Bill Leggett
Largemouth bass are widely distributed. Although this sportfish bas been extensively
studied little is known about how its fimess varies as a function of both local (e.g., system type)
and geographic (e.g .• seasonal temperature) factors. We used a dynamic programming algoritJ_tm
to explore how age-O largemouth bass allocate consumed energy to somatic~,
r~~ve
tissue or fat ~1"\'eS as a function of seasonal temperatures and food availability. Preliminary
I1lOdeiung suggests that largemouth bass energy allocation strategies and reproduction should
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differ along a latitudinal gradient. We have collected largemouth bass in Ontario Ohio and
Alabama to determine if model predictions hold for field caught individuals. By understanding
how local and regional processes potentially structure growth of largemouth bass managers can
better predict how recruitment varies throughout their range.
'

with Leslie Phillmore (Queen's Psychology) we performed transmISSion expenments 10 examine
how song fearures important for mdividual recognition degrade with distance.

Frank Phelan - QUBS

In 1998, Icompleted my third and final field season im-estigating the factors det.ennining
female success in mating competition and the consequences of winning or losing for females,
in black-capped chickadees (Poecile arricapiJIus). The SC3S?nbegan in late ~m~
1997 and
with the exception of a twO week interruption due to the Ice storm, the WInter porn.on of my
work proceMed better than the previous twO years. The wintering chickadee POP~~ ~ the
station was approximately 50% Iarger than in the past twOyears; I banded over ISO individuals
in an area occupied by about 100 birds in 1997. During tIaCking, 1 noted that tree seed crops
were nearly non-existeat compared with the large crops in 1997. This meant there were almost
no finches in the study area through the winter. and that uanslated into a ~
year .for
dominance observations: 7500 witnessed interaeaoes at 10 feeders over a 7 week period- During
the winter. I also mapped with GPS the locations of all of the feeders I used in the three years
of my study and the n nest boxes scattered throughout the swdy sue.
.
For the third year I repeared my female removal expenment aimed ai answ~g
the
question ·Wbat makes a female a win~er?~ As ~ the previo~ two years, I targetted ~gb rank
females for removals in an early penod immediately following flock breakup. and m a late
period immediately prior to egg-laying. Unfortunately. the 1998 removal expeliJIIC?1Sw~
confounded by an extremely early season, due to the unseasonably warm, dry weather ~ April.
Flock breakup in the study population occurred around 20 April, and much (0 our surpnse .some
females were laying eggs by the 21st or 220d of April. Of my 9 removals only the four m the
early period resulted in males re-pairing and thus competition between females'. In all four cases
the removal female was able to regain bee pannersbip upon rerum to her temtory. BcaBSP of
the early onset of egg-laying the four successful removals are unclass~ble as ~itber early ~r
late. thus I was able (0 use them only in my test of the resource holdmg potential bypothesis.
The results of three years removals favour the resoorce holding potential bypothesi.~(12 out 15
removal females successful (binomial p < 0.02) over the resou.rce value hypothesis ( 4 out of
5 removal females winning early and 4 out of 6 removal females winning late, Fisher's exact
p > 0.5). As a post hoc test of resource holding potential, I compared the size (wing chord,
tarSUS and mass), condition (mass/tarsus) and age for winners versus losers. The only .measure
of size that was close to significant was wing chord (p
0.07). Wmners were in better
condition than losers (p = 0.05). Age was nOIa factor (p = 0.30).
.
. .
In the previous twOyears I examined nest placement with respect to habl~ ~cs
and teuitory boundaries.
We found no reIaIlonship between nest location and habitat
characteristics or previous experience. We have found a relationship of n~ sites to lenito.ry
boundaries that is suggestive of conspecific ~on.
To add ~ ~ sample SJ.Ze I ~~,
With
GPS the locations of 36 nests and the boundaries of 45 terrmones that were acnve m 1998.
I ~ collected blood from adults and 18 broods of nestlings. The blood samples will be pooled
with samples I collected in 1996 and 1997 for palernity analysis. ru be examining the spatial
panems of extrapair paternity Oller the three years and 1 will be testing the hypothesis that
nearest neighbours father extrapair young. I am currently working on the molecular analyses

"FISheries Apprenticeship Program.
In an effort to improve the likl!ges between QUBS and the Ontario Ministry of Narural
Re.sou~, we ha~e ~rked with Ross Cholmondeley and Steve Kerr of OMNR to establish a
Fisheries Apprenti.ceshl~ Pro~ at QUBS'. This program would provide opportunities for
students to be engaged ~. sampling work which OMNR requires for ongoing monitoring and
m~agemenL. The participanrs would also be involved in field research work at QUBS on
various fish species and communities.
. In 1998, a PiO~
to have the FAP accepted by OMNR as an ongoing initiative and
~mmJtment.~
well-received. However, funds were not available for the fiscal year 1998 so
With ~ ~mb1JlabOn of SWEP funding and an injection of funds from the local OMNR district,
a prelil1l11lacy year was possible.
.
Cory Suski and lana Svec were hired under this program for 1998. They participated
m~
researc~ wo~k throughout the ~mer (see resume under Dr. David Philipp et al.). In
addition ~ Spnng Littoral Index Nettmg for lake trout in Big Rideau Lake and a Nearshore
Communll_YInd~ .Netting in Lake Opinicon were carried out as part of OMNR sampling work.
. It IS anticipated that the Fisheries Apprenticeship Program will soon become an
estab~ed
program funded by OMNR and operated out of QUBS. Under the proposal
sublll!ued, two stud~nts eac~ ~ .wo~ld be hired. The program benefits the Ministry by
enabli~g some ~omg morutonng in ~es of fiscal restraint, improves connections between
Queen s UruV~Slty an.d OMNR and provides an unequalled opportunity for students (0 obtain
v~ulabl~ experience With managernent-oriented activities and reseal ch efforts. This experience
will. be mvaulable to the next generation of resource managers, educators, research scientists and
environmental consultants.

Dr, Laurene Ratcliffe
•Acoustic COmmunication and Male Choice"
.In .1998.we continued our research on causes and consequences of female mixed mating
~es
m chickadees (Scon Ramsay, PhD in progress) and least flycatchers (Scott Tarof Ph.D
in progress). We also focussed on signalling behaviour of individual males since one of the
many unanswered qu~tions in the extra-pair mating literature is how female songbirds detect
and evaluate extra-pair partners. Ronours thesis students Emma Evans and Diana Drappel
asked whether male chickadees and flycatchers honestly advertise their quality via fine structural
f~tures ~fdawn song. MSc candidate Dan MennilJ began set-up for 1999 playback experiments
to investigate whether females "eavesdrop" on male-male territorial interactions. In conjunction

Scott!>L Ramsay - "l\1ating tadics of female Black-capped Chickadees" - Ph.D. Thesis
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at QUMEL.
In 1998I continued collecting blood smears fOT parasite analysis and haematocrit samples
to compare precent cell v?lume of blood between high and low rank mdividuals in the study
populanon. These data will help us to address the biological factors that correlate with social
rank in ~ckadees. I will also be using blood samples from broods to compare offspring sex
ranos with respect to parental rank. In this Study I will be combining the samples I collected
in the ~ three years with samples collect.ed previously by Ken Otter, for a sample size of
approximately 100 broods. I ~ conducting the molecular portion of this StUdyat QUMEL.
My research was funded JJl 1998 by an NSERC operating grant to Laurene Ratcliffe a
Chapman award from the American Museum of Natural History and a Bleitz award from the
American Ornithologists Union. My personal support came from OGS and NSERC.

Assistants: Bill McI..e:isb,Emma Evans, Nicole Vreeswyk.
Scott Tarof - "Sexual and natural selection in Least Flyeatcherse Why do breeding birds
cluster?" - Ph.D. Thesis.
My researcb exemplifies a new perspective on avian seulemeot patterns. I test the view
that aggregative behaviour is a consequence of mating strategies by evaluating fOUT main
hypoth~ p~~
to explain ~ative
behaviour. The material resources hypothesis states
that .the distnbunon of ecological elements (such as vegetation features, insect abundance)
provides preferen~ breeding sites to ~ch birds respond. The predation hypothesis suggests
that clumped nesnng may be an adaptive response to reduce predation. The conspecific
at~~n
hypothesis PfOP?5es that individuals seek out and benefit from breeding in close
proxuru~ to ~i!ics,
mdC'pendentof resource distribution. However, clustering may have
an adaptive function in terms of sexual selection. The hidden lek hypothesis holds that birds
aggregate breeding territories for extra-pair matings, just as leldcing species cluster fOT
pro~scuous matings. .Conspecific interac~o~ through a mixed reproductive strategy, where
SOCIall~mono~ous birds eo-operate m raising offspring but are genetically promiscuous by
copulating outSIdethe partnership, may be an essential component of why birds aggregate on the
breeding grounds.
Least Flycatchers (EmpidJJnaxminimus) are socially monogamous suboscines that breed
throughout !'Iuch of ~anada and the United States. Individuals defend all-purpose territories (i,e.
wh~e feedin~, mann~ and. nes~g co-occur) that have been found to be tightly clustered in
previous studies. ThIS project IS pan of a long-term study on the social and genetic mating
system of Least Flycatchers, with two field seasons completed.
Over th~ past two summers 4.5 adults have been caught and banded. Blood samples were
taken from ~
parents and n~gs
•.despite nest heights of 5-20m. Territory boundaries
were m~~
USIngthe Global. Positioning System and territories were highly clustered (n =
2-3? temton~ per cluster), with nearly all boundaries contiguous. 1 collected extensive data
dunng mo~g
~ocaJ ~es
?" .mating behaviour and song output. Least Flycatchers
commonlr ~t neIg~bou~g terntones ~ ~k ~tra-pair copulations (EPCs). The frequency
of EPCs IS virtually identical to that of within-pair copulations, as males aggressively compete
for access to non-mare females. Combined EPCiinttusions (x(SD) during female fertility were

-

common in 1997 [2.l8(2.331hr. (n=27, range 0-10)] and in 1998 [~.53~.92/hr. (n. = 25, range
~12)], supporting the prediction that Least FlycalChers clUSter.In ~o~
~lIa1 and seek
EPCs. Males invest highly substanti.al iIIJ10UIIts of energy and tune mto SJDglIIg. Male song
performance (x(SD) was variable and extremely high in 1997 [song sum (~T.): 608.97(857.19:
range ~2951; song rate (no'/min.): 13.38(14.63. range Q-49.1S] and 10 1998 [S?ng SIlID.
352.34(406.39, range ~1705; song rate: 9.69(8.53. range ~32.1]. Befween-year~erences
were not significant (Mann-Whitney, 1197>U>ISlS.
O.OS>P > 0.93) .. Vanaoo~ In
EPcrIDIrUsion rates and male song performance suggests a skew in ~
~ong.behaVIOUT.
·
s...
·~wral
v
ariation
in
male
song
(Drappell,
unpebl.)
may
have
critical
implieanoas
for
Flnee u.....
.
.
•
tal
female mate choice, particularly for subosemes that are typically ~t
to en~n~en
influences on song development. Preliminary results indicate that vegetanon characteristics do
not expJain aggxegatioo.
.•
.
.
Goals of my 1999 field season inclode insect sampling and connnuing to ~
clustenng
at the landscape level Preda!or model experiments will be ~
to quanufy ~
to
predator threat to examine the relatiCllShip between clusfterI?& and levels of. predation.
Additional blood samples will be collected from adults and.of sprmg to ~s
pa~ty
panems
in relation to cluster morphology. I will also be conducting a conspec~fi~attraetron playback
experiment to test the prediction that ciUSt.eMgmay be mediated by ~
.. To ~,
resuI~
are- suggestive of a relationship between mating ~~egy ~d cl~g
in this spec1es.. 'This
study is the first to rest the hidden lek hypothesIS 10 a ~lId .with .~-purpose temtones, to
document paternity patterns inLea.st Flycatclters. and may identify critical cues used by females
in mate choice.
Assistants: Dan Mennill, Diana Orappe1l, Nicole Vreeswyk, Nathan Dinsley, Andrea Swi:tu:r
Diana DrappeD - "Honest advertisement of pairing status in the Least Flycatcher" - B.Sc.
Thesis
This project is concerned with characterising me two note ch~
song of the least
Oyc:atcber(Empidonax mininws). The main ISSUeS examined IOcluded relating song structure and
performance to pairing Status and clUSt.eT
morphology, and answering questions about n_W~ song
variation. Songs of males were recorded pre- and post- pairing ~m the start of singing at
dawn. Results show that male song changes with pamng status (WII~ respect to both structure
and performance) and that individual variation between males exists as measured by tile
frequency at maximum amplitude (FMA) of the first note.
Emma Evans _ "FIDe structural analysis of the song or bigh- and low-ranking male
Black-capped Cbickadees - B.Sc. Thesis
Song is thought to be an honest advertisement of ~e q~ty in the Black-<apped
Chickadee and may be an important cue for female mate c_holce". PreVIOUS
.research has sh~wn
that high-ranking males (rank determined by dominance IOteractlonS at wmter feeders) differ
from low-ranking males in terms of song output durin~ the da~ chorus. For exam~le,
high-ranking males start singing earlier, sing longer and slng at a higher rate than low-ranking
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males. 1 recorded Black-capped Chickadee song in order to determine if there are also
dif!"e~ces between high and low ranking males in terms of the fine SIJ'OCrure of their song.
This lDeluded measures such as note frequency and duration. Results show thaI there are several
fine structural differences between the song of high and low tanking males. This indicates that
there may be cues in the fine structure of Black-capped Chickadee song that females may use
for mate choice.

PhiUmore, LS., Sturdy, C.B., Ramsay, S.M.,and Weisman, R.G. 1998. Discrimination
of auditory distance cues by Black-capped Chickadees (Poecil« airicapillus) and Zebra Finches
(ToeniopygiDgwtata). Journal of Comparanve Psychology IU:282-291.
Ramsay, S.M .• Otter, K., and Ratcliffe. L.M. (m press) Nesl-site selection by female
Black-capped Chickadees: settlement based on conspecific awaction?
Auk 116 (Accepted 6
November, 1998)

Dan MennllJ - "Acoustic communication

and mate choice in birds" - M.Sc. Thesis (pilot

study)

Dr. Raleigh Robertson

As a newcomer to Queen's Biology Department and the Ratcliffe Lab, I used the 1998
field season to acquaint myself with the bird communities at QUBS and consider possibilities for
a Masters Thesis.
I as<iSled Scott Tarof with banding, observing and recording Least
Flycatehc:rs (EmpidoTUlX minbnus) as an aid in his quest for the Ridden Lek. J also performed
some rudimentary tests of SOIlgtransmission distance for eight common QUBS species through
mature forest and open field habitats.
In the coming field season J will investigate female
eavesdropping on male song in the Black-capped Chickadee (Poectt« OIriCilpillus).

Leslie Pbillmore (Psychology Department, Queen's U.), and Scou Ramsay - "Distance and
individuaJ recognitioo by soog in Black-capped Chickadees and Zebra Flnehes"
In Oc~ we set up at the Pangm~ Reserve 10 make distance degraded recordings of
Black-apped. Chickadee songs and Zebra Finch distance calls. The original source recordings
were synthesized based on the sonographic characteristics of field recordings.
Becanse they
were syn~ezed'.the source .songs repr~1
ideal zero distance sounds. To get an understanding
of how bird~ estimate the distance of SlD~g coospecifics we re-recorded the source songs. We
taped at 8 distances from 6 m to 84 m m both forest and field. In previous studies in operant
chambers ~ fu~ that chicbdees get some information about distance from amplitude. These
n~w recordings will be used to test the value of signal-to-noise ratio and reverbeIarion as
distance cues. In addition the recordings will be used 10 see if chickadees can learn (0 identify
individuals at different distances.

Publications:
Otter, K., Ramsay, S.M., and Ratcliffe, L. 1999. Enhanced reproductive
female Black-capped Chickadees mated 10 high-ranking males. Auk 116:345-354.

success of

Otter, K..and Ratcliffe, L.M. (in press). Relationship of bib size to age and sex in the
black-capped chickadee. Journal of Field Ornithology (accepted 19 January. 1999).
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.
Otter, K., Ratcliffe,
Michaud, D., and Beag, P.T. 1998. Do female Blaclc-<apped
chl~~
prefer !ugh-ranking males as extra-pair partners?
Behavioral Ecology and
SociobIOlogy 43: 25-36.

.Cooservation

Biology and Mating Systems of Birds·

Studies in 1998 continued the two research themes developed during the past few years
centred on Wood-warllier ecology and population structure and Tree Swallows. Jason Jones
continued his Ph.D. research on Cerulean Warblers, and was a$1isled by Javier Salgado, J~
Barg Bill Mel ei<h and Ryan DeBruyn.
Based 00 her experience this summer,. Jeon will
an M.Sc. SIlldy on female Ceruleans .. Javi~'s ~
involveuu;lI. was mtended ~
provide him with a basis of comparison for hIS studies m }.{~
.. Ryan .s involvement Will
provide data for his B.Se. thesis. Suzanne Millard, after helping Usa Veil sample Cerulean
warblers from throughoul their range, spent some time at QUBS doing further fi~ld work for
her B.Sc. thesis. Tim Demmons began his M.Sc. research. a follow-up from hIS B.~ .. on
Golden-winged Warblers. Katharina Manno assisted Tim, and will also have a B.Sc. thesis from
a parallel study on Golden-winged Wartlers.
.
Wally Rendell conducted the final season of his Pb.D. research on Tree Swallows, ~lh
assistance from Gillian Glen-Worrall. Anders Pape Meller, the QUBS Visili?g Field Sci~t.,
worked on a study of immune responses in Tree Swallows, using our estab~
popula~s.
Emily Croteau assisted with the field work, and also obtained samples to use in a B.Sc. thesis.
RJR also helped with field "'"OTic on this study.

devdop

Wallace Rendell _ "Evolution of dutch
swallows.· - Ph.D. Thesis

size and lifetime reproducti\'e success in tree

The summer of 1998 was the final field season of my Ph.D. thesis research. My very
capable field assistant, Gillian Glen-Worrall (Queen's Univ., 2nd yr underpaduate~, and I
collected data on a number of thesis-related subjects. FIrSt, we conducted an e~penment 10
determine how brood size affects feeding behaviour in adult tree swallows. Dunng late May
and early June, 40 nests were divided into 20 pairs, with th~ nests in each
r having the same
hatch date. Then, nests within each pair were randomly assigned to bold el~er a large or small
brood; large broods had 8-9 young. and small broods 2-3 young. On nestling day 12, l-hour
feeding watches were conducted on each nest in a pair. During watches we recorded the number
of feeding trips made 10 a brood by males and females. While adults rearing large broods made
Significantly more feeding trips to their nests, the number o~ ~
made ~ nestlmg .was
significantly lower than that of adults rearing small broods ", ThIS sunple expenment., combined
with previous ones conducted by me which show dial young m larger broods grow more slowly,
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and fledge later or at a smaller size, confirmed our a prion expectations that adul1s cannot
adequately care for large broods. This has direct implications for the theory of the evolution
of clutch size.
Second, from mid-APri! thro~gh to late-June, we caprured adult tree swallows returning
to the QUBS. area to breed USIng nust nets and nesibox traps. The information on recapture
rates of previously-banded adults of all ages. and returning nestlings, combined with breeding
effo~ data,. all. collected ove: the past 24 years at QUBS, is the basis of the final chapter of my
thesis on hfet;ime reproductive success and age-related reproductive output. Some points to
note? Most (i.e., 85-90%) of our tree swallows do not live past the age of 4 years although
one female, last seen in 1995, was at least II years oldl Second-year females ~hjch are
first-time breeders, begin laying significantly later than all age-classes of older birds lay fewer
eggs, and fl~e fewer young. lnterestingly, the return rates of second-year femal~ are only
half to o~e-third that ~f females ~ed 3-7 years of age, suggesting that the youngest adult
femaJ~ either suffer higher mortality than older birds, or they continue to disperse to new
breeding areas after a year of breeding at QUBS.
Third, we collected average egg masses and female physical characteristics for all
s~lo~
fem~
breeding at QUBS. This data, combined with many years of previous data on
this topic da~g. ba~k to 1977, will be the basis of a paper on the causes and consequences of
egg. mass vananon m tree swallows. Also, with funding from the North American Bluebird
SOCIety, ~e plan to conduct a similar study on eastern bluebirds at QUBS beginning in 1999.
. FinaJly, Mark Mallory (Canadian Wildlife Service, Nepean) and I conducted a simple
experiment at the QUBS weather station during June in which we recorded variation in
temperature and relative humidity in 4 types of nest sites. These nest sites included tree
swallow, black-capped chickadee and wood duck boxes, and simulated waterfowl ground nests.
Some nests h~. no nest material, while others had nests with or without lining (i.e., feathers,
?r do~).
Miniature computer da~-loggers were placed in each nest for several days at a time,
in all kinds of weather, to record diurnal and nocturnal microclimate variation and determine to
:-vhat ex~nt n:s1S ~d nest l~g influ~
nest rrucroclimate for young birds. Some of this
information will be included m my thesis chapter on the evolution of c1ulCb size and the effects
of nest microclimate on brood development.

Assistants: Gillian Glen-WorraJJ, Mark Mallory, and

to a Jesser extent,

Raleigh Robertson,

Anders M0l1er, and Emily Croteau.

Jason Jones - 'Habitat selection and disturbance response in a peripberaJ
Cerulean Warbler (Dendroial cendea).· - Ph.D. Thesis

population of

Over the last thirty years, researchers have become concerned with observed declines in
regional populations for almost one-third of Neotropical migrants. A species of concern is the
Cerul:-an . Warble: . (Dend.roi.ca~emlea). Throughout much of its range, this species is
expenencmg preerpuous dechnc:s ID numbers; estimates derived from Breeding Bird Survey data
show as much as a 3.4% decline per year from 1966-1987. In sharp contrast to continental
trends, recent research ~ndicates. ~
~rn
Ontario is home to a sizeable population of
Cerulean Warblers that IS expenencmg high reproductive success. The overall goal of this
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project is to explore,

using the tools of biogeographic and landscape ~ogy

theory, the

demographic, behavioural and ecological factors regulallng the eastern OntanO Cerulean Warbler
population.
.
Average nest success at QUBS for this species from 1994-1997 was ~6.~~
.....
"lth an
average clutch size of greater than threc:. There appear ~ be no clear ~Iatlons
between
measured babital features, breeding derlSity. and reproductive ~~.
Traditional meIhods of
assessing such associations appear to fall short du~ to the relanonshlp between the landscape
$ItUCtIIre and breeding densities in eastern Ontano.
The Ice .storm of January
has
complicated my examination of habita; correlates of reproductive success by reducmg ~e
available habitat by as much as 60% in some parts of the srudy area. ~ May 1998, remm~g
birds attempted. to nest in areas similar to previous years (i.e. nest height, nest tree species
distribution, nest cover were all statistically similar to pre-storm nests). ~owever, nest success
in 1998 dropped to 8%; most nest failures were due to nest ptedation by Blue Jays and
Broad-winged Hawks. I hypothesise that while the nests themselves had the same nest cover
charaCteristicS as pre-storm nests, the movements of the parenIS to and from ~ n~t were more
exposed due to the storm-caused canopy. loss. This ~predi~tabl~ loss of habitat will afford .me
the opportunity to examine the relationship between stte. fi~ty,
disnrrban~ ~
and habitat
selection in Cerulean Warblers and will provide insight IOtO the relative Importance of the
physical and social features that drive avian habitar selectioo behaviours. Our research efforts
in 1999 will continue to address the response of CeruJeans to the ice storm damage.
.
A special thank-you to the land-owners who graciously a110.....
red me access to their
property _ Twid Forsyth, Rhonda Elliot., and David Hahn,
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Assistants: Bill McLeish, Jenn Barg, Ryan DeBruyn. Javier Salgado Ortiz. and TlID Demmons
11m Demmons - "Use of forest-field edges by Golden-winged Warblers.· - M.Sc. Thesis.
The 1998 field season was the second year Ibal Golden-winged Warblers (Vennivora
chrysoplUQ) have been studied at QUBS. This population is at the north~
extreme ~f the
Golden-winged Warbler/Blue-winged Warbler hybnd zone. and has ~ breeding Blue-Winged
Warblers.
During the breeding season, Golden-winged Warbler terntones ....
mapped and

-er:

nests were found on the edges of many fields on QUBS property and nearby pnvately ~
land. Territories were gridded with a 10 m' u.sing GIS maps. a compass .an~ lo~of flaggl~g.
Using a geaeralized set of nest site characteristics, the abun~
and distribu~
of nestmg
habitat was quantified within territories. Although Ibe analysis IS ~ot complete, u appears that
smaller territories have a higher density of nesting habitat. Extensive vegelatlon measurements
were taken at nest sites and random sites, and nest cover was evaluated at each nest.
Golden-winged Warbler nest sites were located 00 edges with significantJy more s~bby gro .....
-tb
than .random sites along the same edges. Also, preliminary results suggest that heavily coocealed
nests did nOt bave lower nest predation than more open nestS..
.
An adaptive management plan was implemented for the creation of Golden-wmged
Warbler nesting habitat at QUBS based on results of the 1997 study. On half of the edges of
13 fields, a Sm strip was left uncut to regrow, and the other half of the field edges were mo~ed
up to the forest edge. Each year, populations of Golden-winged Warblers (and other species)

I
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will be monitored on the edges of each of these fields to examine the e'
.
management strategy, and how edge Structure affects avian diversiry,
ffecnveness of this
Assistants: Katharina Manno William J M Leish K
Frank Phelan
'
. c I , elly Pageau, Jason Jones. Jenn Barg and

Jennifer J. Barg - "The reiationsbi bet
f<
the breeding season In th ~
:aeenwemale bome range and male territory during
e eru n arbler (Dendroico ceruiea)." _ M.Sc. Thesis
From June until August of 1998 I assisted the research f J
Warblen. This provided me the
'.
a ason Jones on Cerulean
research on Cerulean Warbl
~mty
10 assess the feasibility of my own eventual
research will investigate
will comm=: during the spring of 1999. My thesis
use of her male over the course of their n~~~c~~tial
use and how il relates to the spatial

fern:'~~

JaYier Salgado Ortiz - "£COl
8Dd
.
"'--pech
• "ogy
~nservatiOD of Nearctic-Neotropic:al mi............
........
e, M ex1CO.
- M.Sc. ThesIS
... _ ... in
Canad!

~~~

support of the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF) and the
ce (CWS), we stuted a collaborative project through Queen's Oni'_:
ruverslIy of Campeche MeJt.ico Th'
.
.
.
•.....,ty
Biosphere Reserve and has as a'main
~s project IS being carried OUlin the Calakmul
agriculture on the bird
..
g
.e ass:ssmem of the effects of slash and bum
commumnes (NeolroPlcal mIgrams and
id )
.
effort brought me 10 Queens U·
.
her
resi ems. This collaborative
Robertson.
ruversuy w e J stuted a Master's degree under Dr. Raleigh J.
and the 0"

o:u

From June to August 1998 I had the
.
. .
some of the projectS that are carried' OUlat
opponu~lIY to partreipate as a field assistant in
on the Cerulean Warbler project cond ct~~'
Specifically, 1 spent most of my lime working
the.Golden- win.ged warbler project ~~
~Jones.
I also spent so~~:
helping on
projectS provided me with new insights 00 sev
Y lID Demmons. My ~Clpanon in these
to Nearctic-NeotropicaJ migrants. Moreover
aspects n:'ated to conservaJ]on efforts directed
those projects and the fact of sharin
.'
opportuniry of learning new techniques from
in new ideas that potenlialJy I
dents 31 Q~BS an~ Queen's is resulting
within these projects and the Master's ~ 111
has research 111 MexICO:My involvement
col1aborative research with the ",,"';rin.,; reef both
represented a new wmdow to continue
..... w_ ....... on 0
Canada and Mexico.

e:

~;n:nces:rsoW::

Emily Croteau - "The Role of Genet.l
Swallow." _ B.Sc. Thesis

c

V "
ananon

.
In

Immunocompetence

of the Tree

There is little evidence to indica! h
d
negatively affect certain
e ow an whether low levels of genetic variation
,.,,'" components of fitness'
. di id
Researchers have predi--~
..
.
10 111 IV) uals under natural conditions
........a posItIVecorreladon between di
.
My study involves using genetic markers to'
I ~sease TeSlS~ce and heterozygosity.
Swallow popu1ation at QUBS
.
estimate ev s of genetic variation in the Tree
, and relating that to 1) immune response to phytohaemaglutinin

(pHA), an antigen that evokes a T-cell response and thickening of the tissue when injected into
the wing ..'eb, and 2) the degree of parasitism by nest dwelling ectoparasites (ProrocaJliphora
sialia), which feed solely on nestling blood. As well, the relationship between the immune
response to PHA and P. sialia, will be examined. For two weeks during the 1998 field season
Tree Swallows at QUBS were injected with PHA, blood was sampled. and various other
measurements were made. AI the end of the field season the Tree Swa1low nests were collected
and the number of larvae of Protocalliphora sialia was calculated. Molecular research will
focus 00 estimating the degree of genetic variation by examining microsatellites and nuclear
intronS. The results of this study will a1Jow us to better understand the functiooing of the
immune response. and could have conservation and management implicanons fOT wild
populations.

Ryan DeB.ruyu - "Effects of ice storm damage ou the breeding biology of the Cerulean
Warbler in a mature deciduous forest" - B.Sc Thesis
As a result of the ice storm in January 1998, the forest canopy surrounding the Queen's
University Biological Station was reduced up to 90% in some areas. This severe reduction in
canopy cover may have an impact on the Cerulean Warbler, a canopy speci.a.tisLThe swdy site
was the Bedford Mills forest II1ICt (pan of the QUBS property) and my project inclnded the
monitoring and mapping of the territories of male Cerulean Warblers and the subsequent
assessment of the damage suffered by the forest. My hypothesis is thai the territory size will
increase relative to previous years due to the decrease in canopy needed for feeding and nesting.
Using simiIaT 'pre-storm' data collected in previous years, 1 intend to compare changes in
temtory size and Iocarion and how these changes relate to ice storm related changes in forest
St:rllCtllte.

KJltharina Manno - "Variation in Type I and Type
(Vtmli",nJ cluysoptera)." - B.Sc. Thesis

n songs of the Golden-winged

Warbler

Many members of the family Parulidae, including Golden-winged Warblers, sing two
distinct song types. Type I is used preferentially in intersexual and Type II in intrasexual
inlel'aCl.ions. Intrasexual song is expected to show more variation than is intersexual. due to
consttaints imposed 00 the latter through reproductive isolating mechanism functions, and/or
socia1 mimicry behaviours. However, this hypothesis does not account fOT pressures imposed
by female mate choice. I recorded both song types of Golden-winged Warolers at QUBS this
summer and analyzed their songs using a sonagraph. I found fine structure of Type I songs to
be more variable betweea males than Type n. but the data analysis is incomplete and does not
yet include syllabic diversity. If these trends continue, this argument may proioote the
importance of female mate choice in driving song variation in this population.
SUsaDne Millard - "Morpbologic:al variation among

populations of Cerulean Warblers
(DelUiroico cerulta) across their breeding raDie.· - B.Sc. Thesis

This past summer, I banded and measured approximately 100 Cerulean Warblers with

'r
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Lisa Veil. While assisting Lisa with data collection for her genetic research, data for my
undergraduate honours thesis were collected. Both studies are looking at geographic variation
among populalions of Cerulean Warbler across their breeding range. Our travels took US to
western Tennessee, north-western illinois, Long Point Conservation Areas and finally to tbe
Queen's
University Biological Station. In each location, characteristics such as Ial'SUS lmath
and
•
0
WIngchord were measured, and photographs were taken in order to compare plumage patterns.
StatisticaJ analyses are currently underway to assess whether differences occur between any of
the populations. Preliminary results show that there may be a significant size difference between
the southernmost and northernmost populations.

results of Ibis swdy could have significant conservation and management implicanons for
CeruJean WaIblers by determining the extent to winch highly productive "source" areas may
contribute to the supplementation of ·sink" populations.
, .
Many thanks to the llll1IlCfO\lS researchers in the U.S. fur providing samples and logistical

Jessie Deslauriers - "The mosses of QUBS"

"Establisbing development CUideJines for lake watershed
paJeolimDological investigation of four control lakes"

As part of the ongoing effort to develop a reference collection and plant list of !he mosses
occurring on the Station, for a third year a number of specimens were collected and later
identified, with special emphasis on those found on trees !hat succumbed to Ice Storm '98. Thus
far, over 500 specimens have been collected over the last three years. The Sphagrrurn list
remains at one, but with six specimens of at least two additional species still awaiting
identification. The acrocarp list is now 57 species of 26 genera and 14 families. The pIeuroc:aIp
list includes 79 species of 35 genera and 15 families, The hst now stands at a total of 137
species and varieties, and much of the Station still remains to be surveyed. It is planned that
most of the specimens will ultimately be included in the Fowler Herbarium collection at Queen's
University, following comparison with herbarium specimens to confirm identification. They are
currently in temporary quarters in the Herbarium. During the course of collecting, a number of
specimens of liverworts have also been accumulared. A handful have now been identified, but
further intensive work is needed and is planned.

Dr. Raleigh Robenson aluJ Dr. Yicki Friesen
M. Lisa Veit - "Genetic structure and gene flow in Cerulean Warblers: a test of the
source-sin.k model in nature". - .M.Sc. Thesis.
_ . Species ~encing
spatially divided populations across their geographic range may
exhibit source-sink population dynamics, in which habitat fragments of poor quality ("sink"
areas) may be supplemented by individuals dispersing from high quality, reproductively
successful "source" populations. My study examines the potential for a source-sink system in
Cerulean Warblers (Dendroico ceru/ea). Despite an overall trend in population decline, ongoing
~~
at Q~
indicates that the eastern Ontario population has been siable or possibly
increasmg. Dunng the 1997 and 1998 field season, approximately 180 samples were collected
from eight populations in Ontario and the United States, including eastern and south-western
Ontario, eastern and western Tennessee, north-western illinois, central Arkansas, central
Missouri, and eastern West Virginia. These areas provide good coverage of the entire breeding
range of Cerulean Warblers, and will provide an excellent opportunity to analyze the genetic
structure of populalions in potentia] "source" and "sink" habitats. Ongoing molecular analysis
win assess the degree of genetic structure and gene flow among sampled populations. The

-

support·
Assistants: Susanne Millard and the entire "warbler crew" at QUBS

Dr. John Smol
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Joanne Little - "Cbironomids <Diptera) as quantitative indicators of past bypolimnetic
oxy,eo levels in southeastern Ontari« lakes" - M.Sc. Thesis
This study is designed to reconstruct past chan~ in lake ~ wa~hed ~stems using
paleolimnological methods, By using fossil.~ta (e.g. diatoms,.cb.ironomJd rematns). p~
in lake sediment cores, past ecological conditions can be determined. Government SCl~nnstsare
currently using an advanced mass-balance model, known as the Iake~ore Capacity Study
Trophic State Model (TSM), which is now being adopted in many lake regions to set ~tershed
development guidelines. In brief, the TSM uses measurements of current Ialce propernes (e.g.
number of cottages on the shoreline, fraction of forested catchment, lake volume and surface
area, bedrock type, etc.) to estimate concentrations of nutrients in the ~
colu~.
Because
these models have not yet been fully evaluated, we use paleolimeological lecluuques to help
evaluate and possibly modify the models to determine how much development can.be allowed
to occur before adverse repercussions occur in Ialce systems. Our present work III southern
Ontario is designed to investigate the recent (- 200 year) paleolimnology of 50 IaIces. Four of
these lakes (Round, Long, Lindsay, Bart) are located within QUBS lCIIitory.. These four lakes
were of panicular interest because they are relatively undeveloped (i.e. little or no human
watershed use) systems, hence they could potentially provi~e :control' or '~ackground' data
when compared to lakes that have sustained cultural eutrophication. Full sediment ~res ~
retrieved from Long and Round lakes, while the top (recent) and bottom (pre-Uldustrial)
sediments were assessed from Lindsay and Han lakes. Diatom remains indicate th~t Han Lake
has changed very little since pre-human times, and Lindsay Lake may ha~e eutrop~~ slightly.
Detailed paleolimnologicaJ investigations in Long and Round lakes exhibited surpnsmg ~.
Although these lakes currently have no human development in their catcbments, clear. agns ~f
limnological disturbance occurred early in the 20th ceruury. Both diatom ~ chltODO~d
assemblages shifted markedly, indicating strong eutrophication trends,. possibly reI1ecang
extensive land clearing in the area during that time. Although the ecology Ulboth lakes ~
10 be rebounding to 'natural' conditions, the diatom and chironomid assemblages are still qune
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different from that prior to human settlement in Ontario
Because th
. .
development on these four study lakes the TSM inh
tl·..
linle or no
n .
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'
eren y mdlcated no Slgnificaru shift in
utnem concentrations SInce human sealemem, In contrast applied pal limnol 'cal
"",....". to be canabl
f' lei
".
•
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methods
............
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eo pIC ng up significant historical changes, even in lakes with
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anlhropogeruc Influences.
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Kimberle~ N~ -"Paleolimnological reconstructions using subfossU Cbironornidae (Di tera
as ~dicatoJ'S of .b.ypollmnelic anoxia in two SOutbeaslern Ontario Iak • _PB$c)
Thesis
es
"

11: Research conducted by non-Queen's UniFersUy Personnel in 1998
Dr. Rob Baker - Department of Zoolo:y, ErindaJe College of University of Toronto,
M.ississauga, Ontario
-Behavioural Ecology of Aquatic Invertebrates"
My research deals with the ecological significance of antipredator and antiparasite
(reduced foraging, fewer
chanceS to mate, etc.) thai shape the anti predator and antiparasite behaviour of larval dragonflies
and chironomids and 1 am experimenting with the role of these behaviours in affecting
popuJatioo growth and life cycles.
My most recent work at QUBS involves antipredator and antiparaslte behaviour of larval
damselflies.
Dr. Broce Sm.iJh (ltbaca CoUege) and I have shown that. in the lab, larval
damselflies increase their risk of fish predation when they attempt to rid themselves of parasitic
mnes, We are currently investigating the importance of this increased risk under field
conditions.

behaViour of aquatic insects. I am analyzing the selection pressures

Publicati~:
in re Little. 1.L. and J.~.~.mo~. 1999. Changes in fossil midge (Chironomidae) assemblages
spoose to cultural aeuvines In a shallow • polymictic
._,.J Paleo liIIUIOlogy • (i10 press).
Jl4AC"
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~ferryleeMcGuffin - ·Use of predator cues in oviposition site selection by adult darnselIlies
of the genus EnaUagma. - - M.Sc. Thesis
The purpose of this study is to determine whether adult damselflies have the ability to
recognize and respond behaviourally to fish predators. Fish are a common predator of larval
damse1fljes, and some species occur exclusively in ponds and marshes which 1ack fISh. Other
species invariably co-occur with fish, their primary predator being the larva of large dragonfly
species. My smdy will determine whether damseIily distribution is maintained, in pan, by the
ability of adults to detect and respond to the presence of fish in the water when selecting an
oviposition site.
A SUTVey of both damselfly and dragonfly species is being performed at six sites on the
QUBS propel Iy. The species composition will be compared berween the sites which contain fish
and those that are fishless in order to establish the distribution pattern in the area. To determine
whether adults damselflies detect fish, I am using three different species from the genus
Ena1Jagma. Males and females are coDected from various sites at QUBS and then transferred
to mesh tents which house several artificial pools containing various predator cues. Oviposition
site selection and duration are observed during the daily flight period. As well, the influence
of predator chemical cues on egg production is being examined in a series of laboratory
experiments. All animals used in these experiments are collected at QUBS.

Dr. Spencer Barrett - Department of Botany, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario
Ma.n:eJ Darken - "The evolution of gender Yariation in Sagittaria. - Ph.D. Thesis
The evolution of Sl'¥'rate sexes (dioecy) has received considerable aueation by
evolUtionary biologists. However, empirical tests of the hypotheses to explain the evolution of

-
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different sexual strategies have been resmcted by the lack of
.
.
variation in gender. Populations of the em
.
species ~hich possess sufficient
arrowhead) contain unusually higb I ~rgefntaq~~c plant, Sagutaria kuifolia (broad·leaved
I .
eve s 0 vananon 10 sex expression Th
"
popu allons consist of hermaphrodillc (monoeciousj plants h
.
e ~JODty of
of a combination of male and female plants (di . ) , owever ~me populations consrst
expression more evident than in the
.mmed~IOUS. Nowh~re 15 this variation. in sex
Biological Station (QUBS). In this ;:
1
~tely suno~dlDg the Queen's Uruversity
..: .
, monoectous POPulations may be ......"...,.... fro
wOCCIOUS populations by no more than 0 8 km This high degree
'"
-.-~wu m
geographic distances allows fOTdirect I~ of the ecological and Ofl~ility
over such smaJJ
of the two contrasting sexual systems and th faciliti
evo ~onary ~stS and benefits
10investigate these COSts and benefits.'Over th: next ~
QUBS F~de a unique oppo~unity
ar QUBS as part of aJarger roiect inv . ine
years p. to conduct expenments
variation in the genus sagiJt~ri~. estJgaun., the factors involved 10 the evolution of gender

Dr. Mark Forbes - Department

or Biology, Carleton University,

Ottawa, Ontario

"Parasitism and phenotypic plasticity in in~ertebrates and other organisms.

.

The conceptual framework of my research'

lili his

particular, to parasite-bost-stress interactions and ISIO ~

.

.

tory. theory.ao_d ~w It applies, in
behaviour. My research 31 the Queen's Univ .
.
traspeci fic vananon 10 ecology and
and testing theory of insect.parasite interactioners1tyBlol~cal Stati?n ~as included: developing
relations (and the use of deviations from sym s, ::;vel?p~~g and tesung Ideas about stress-fitness
evoluti~nary models on the maintenance of p::Otyp~;npl::o.rtys of stress OTfitness).., an~ ~g
populations,
.
CI versus polymorphism 10 insect
Brian Leung - ·Developmental stab,,:, . _'_'

w.y

OOnto parasitism and stnss" - Ph.D. Thesis

to ", ...

Brian uses mathematical models d
. 'cal
.
bilateral symmetry can be used
. di an emp~
tests to lDvestigatewhether deviations from
He u~ damselflies and mites as~:e;~~:mV::::;:'ri=::~
fitness of org~isms.
exammed whether heterogeneous stresses infI ted
. ..'
s past year, Bnan also
. .." mites and/or accounled fo th . uen
suscepubllity
of damseJ1li es 10 th err
.
ectoparasiuc
.d
f
that lacked nOrmaJ'wings). QUBS is an ~mpoe
::. encocelJ
0 . dam.selflfiY pbenodevianu (individuals
......... ecnon site or such laboratory tests.
Nancy Leonard - "Plasticity in'
. .

M.Se. Thesis (co-su
c.ommtt_mentto reproductIon to relation to mite parasitism. _
pervised With Dr. Rob Baker - EridaJe CoUege of U of 1)

Nancy studied whether adult insects h adap .
'"
response to colonization by parasitic miles SbS°haswd live plastiCIty ID. reproductive effon in
t
. d' .
. e.
emOnstraled that mltes ap
o some In ividual hosts than to others and that indi 'dual'
JlC?3r more costly
engaging in anti-parasite behaVl'ours H
VI S vary in how much tune they spend
. owever actual degree of ti-narasi
.
loosely relaled 10 observed fitness costs fo no;'; uJar
an -parasne response 1$ only
r .- ~C
sex or age classes of hosts,

AssisUn~ Kit Muma, Chris Yourth
Kerry Becker - "Morpb ratios in damselflies in relation to population
prevalence of parasitism" - M.Sc. Thesis

density and

Despite considerable work on the subject, the existence of female-limited polymorphisms
in damselflies remains a mystery. Earlier work by Mark Forbes and Aldopho Cordero ID Spain
has indicated that populatioo density may reIare 10 the proportion of male-like females (one
genetic morpb) in local populations of damsclfiies. We know from od:lec worlc that prevalence
of parasitism also increases as population density of insects increases leading 10 the possibility
(being tested by Kerry) that female morphs differ in their susceptibility 10 parasites and that this

difference results in differences in life history traits (i.e. clutch size) in high density populations.
Of course, oIher differences between the morphs are expected such as susceptibility 10 male
harassment. We expect that the complex interplay between frequency andintensity of potentially
injurious interacdons with males, parasitism by eugregarine protozoans, and population density
might help explain motpb ratios at different sites.
"ssi<Dots: Kit Muma. Chris Younh
Chris Yourth - ·Variability in susceptibility to mite paruitism in damseJflies" - B.Se. Thesis

This year Chris examined whether fOUTdifferent species of lestid damselflies varied in
their susceptibility to a generalist parasite: the exciting, Arrenurus planus. This parasite also
parasitizes Sympetrom dragontlies (see bclow). Lestid species do differ in their degree of initial
parasitism and some species appear to differ in the number of mites successfully engorging.
Chris also examined the nature of any resistmce showed by Lestid damselflies. He found
that some mites located in leg joints of damselflies may be crushed and fail 10 engorge, whereas
others have their feeding rubes encapsuJaIed by melanin. StilJ other mites seem 10 escape the
immune system of damselflies and produce normal stylostomes or feeding tubes. Like Kit
Murna's work, Chris' research is based on understanding how resistance might be maintained

in some species exploited by a generalist parasite.
Kit Muma - ·Resistance to mite parasitism in dragooflies·
Kit is a Jedurer at Ithaca College (ithaca. New York) who spends bet summers working
as a field assistant at QUBS. In 1998, Kit examined how two dragonfly species, commonly
parasitized by a generalist mite, differ with respect 10 resistance. She was testing a general
argument that maintenance of resistance for generalis; parasites depends on relative abundance
of host species, the type of resistance deployed relative to what is commonly deployed and the
COStof resistance. This past summer, Kit showed thaI whereas one species, Symperl1Jl1lintemum,
is almost totally resistant to Arrenurus p/t11WS; another species, S. obtrusum, is totally
SUsceptible. Furthermore, S. otxrusum appears 10 pay for being a good host in that
heavily-parasitized individuals are less likely 10 be re.sampled compared 10 more
lightly-parasitized individuals. This ~I summer Kit hopes to determine whether the magnitude
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of this fitness cost and whether resistance is also costly ..
for the.S uuermon,
.
Theses:
Leonard, N.J. 1998. Ectoparasitism of odo t h
h
host sex biases in
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M
.
na e osts: ost response to parasitism and
Ottawa, Ontario
parasi sm.
.Sc Thesis, Depa.rtmem of Biology, Carleton University.

Publications:

Fox, M. 0., and A.J. Crivelli. 1998. Body size and reproductive alloc:ationin a multiple
spawning centrarcaid. Can. J. FIsh. Aqwu. Sci. 55: 737-748.
Sager, E.P.S., T.H. Whillans, and M.G. Fox. 1998. Factors influencing the recovery
of submersed macrophytes in four coastal marshes of Lake Ontario. Wetlands 18: 256-265.
Dr. James Fullard -Department of Zoology, Erindale College, University of Toronto,
Mississauga, Ontario.
"1Dsed Sensory Ecology"

Leung, B. 1998. Aggregated parasite dis 'b .
.
environment: examining the P .
ul1
tn unons on hosts in a hOlllogeneous
oisson n model. International J. Parasitology: 28:1709-1712.
Leung, B., Baker R.L., and M.R Forbes 1999 G
.
..
age-specific colonisation b water
.'
.
. ~~g
decisions by damselflies,
lruemational J. ParasilOlogy; in press. mues, and the Probabihty of successful parasitism.

Dr. M~lael Fox- Environmental 3J.Jd Resource Studies Pro
BIOlogy, Trent University, Peterborough,
"Genetic determinism
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mparanve studies,
vananon exhibited bv pumpkinseed tLepom;

n:u

Assistants: Tom Pratt, Lynne Gatzke

J. FuJJard - •Auditory evolution 10 the butterflies"
A variety of insects possess ears for the purposes of detecting predators (e.g., moths)
and/OTConspecifiCS
(e.g., crickets). Many other insects, bowever, areearless (e.g., dragonflies)
and use vision as their primary source of sensory information.
Although butterflies
(Papilinnoidea) are for the most pan earless, in one family (Nymphalidae) a conspicuous
tympanal organ (Vogel's organ) exists at the base of the forewing. This organ bas been
repeatedly called an ear but little natural data exists to justify this conclusion. Few butterflies
use sounds in their social behaviour and none seem 10 fly at night when they would need
ultrasonically sensitive ears to detect the sonar calls of bats (e.g., DOCtUid
moths). What then
is the purpose of the highly differentiated Vogel's organ? This summer we have collected a
variety of papilionoids and preserved their forewing bases. These bases are. now undergoing
histological examination to determine their sensory structures.
We will apply
phylogenetically-based character mapping to determine the evolution of these structures and
predict if these organs are. the ears they have been claimed to be.
Assistants: Kathleen Pend1ebury, Alessandro Mori, Tarah Harrison
Nadia Napoleone and J. Fullard - "Day/night patterns or moths and butterflies"
We have developed hypotheses about the sensory abilities of Lepidoptera based upon a
'primary assumption that bars form a extremely heavy selection pressure on these insects. Taxa
that fly during the night when bats hunt sbould possess ears that allow them 10 detect their
biosonar calls. Little, however, is known about the day/night cycles of moths or butterflies to
substantiate these assumptions. We have used two infrared technologies 10measure the 24 hour
flightpatterns of Lepidoptera: 1. lnfrared video recording and, 2. Infrared beam disruption. The
results from 35 species of Lepidoptera representing J 2 families have been gathered and are now
being used to test two hypotheses: 1. noctnma1 taxa possess proportionately larger eyes and, 2.
diumaI species do not possess anti-bat ears.

Publications:

J. FuIlani and Jeff Dawson (Depart:ment or Biology, Queen's University) - "Why do diurnal
Bert.schy, K.A., and M.O. Fox 1999 The influ
Pumpkinseed sunfish life histories. Ecol~gy (U; press).
eace

f
0

.
age-specific survivorship on

moths have ea.rs?"
Ears in moths exist primarily for the purpose of detecting hunting bats at night to avoid
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predation. The ears of four species of day-flying Nearctic moths are as sensitive as those of a
common, night-flying genus to the frequencies emitted by sympanic bats and show no evidence
of being vestigial. We determined that all of the day-flying moths spend from 44-73 % of their
24 hour cycles active at nighl when bats hunt. Two of the moths tested are sound-emiuing
species and may use their ears during iatraspecific communication. We conclude that the
functions of bat detection and social communication are the only selective forces acting on moth
ears and, in their absence, these sensory structures will degenerate.

1998. The loudneSSof the caJIs will be compared to published rqxnu on extra-pair p;uenuty for
each species.

Dr. R. Scott McKinley - Biotelemetry Institute, Depal'1ment or Biology, Unh'ersity or
Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario
--b_
and behaviour in male smallmoutb bass and
Steven J • C"""'"
- "Pa.reu1a1 can -etics
~

PubUcations;

largemouth bass" - I'tLSc. ThesIS

Fullard, I.H. and Dawson, I.W. 1999.
N3tUrissenschaften (In press).

Why do diurnal moths have ears?

Surlykke, A., FiWcov,M., Fullard, I.H. and Forrest, E. 1999. Auditory correlates with
surface area in noctuid moths: bigger is better. Naturwissenschaften (in press).
Fullard, I.H. 1998. Sensory coevolution of moths and bats. In: Hoy, R.R., Popper, A.N.
and Fay, R.R. (eds) Comparative Bearing: Insects. Springer Handbook of Auditory Research
pp. 279-326.
. Fullard, J.B., Forrest,. E., and Surlykke, A. 1998. Intensity responses of the single
auditory receptor of notodontid moths as a test of the peripheral interaction hypothesis in
multi-celled moth ears. 1. Exp. Biol. 201:3419-3424.
Mac~ermid., v, and F>ul1ard.,J.B. 1998. Not all receptor cells are equal: octopamine
exerts .no influence on auditory lhresholds in the noctuid moth, Casocala cerogama.
Naturwissenschaften 85:505-507.
Fullard, J.H., Dawson, I.W., Otero, L.D., and Surlykke, A. 1997. Bat-deafness in
day-flying moths (Lepidoptera, Notodontidae, Oioptinae). 1. Compo Physio!. A 181:4n-483.

Dr. Martha Leonard - Department oCBiology,Dalhousie University, BaUfax, Nova Scolia
and Dr. Rebecca Kilner - Department of Zoology, Uniiversity of Cambridge,
Cambridge England.
·Strategic versus tactical costs of avian begging behaviour"
Previous research has

sbOWD

that the loudness of nestling begging calls varies with both

nest type (open versus cavity e.g Kilner and Davies) and relatedness within nests of (mostly)
open-nesting species (e.g. Briskie et aI. 1994). The purpose of our study was to determine if

~Iatedness. aff~ts ~e loudness of ~
in cavity-nesting species. Specifically, we were interested
in the relative significance of strategic factors such as relatedness versus tactical factors such as
n.est type. The be~ing calls of seven European and three Nonh American cavity-nesting species
(i.e. eastern bluebirds, black-capped chickadees and tree swallows at QUBS) were recorded in

Male smallmoum bass and largemouth bass provide parental care after the female ~
and departs the nest area. The parental care period is thought to be an energetically
~
time in the life of male fish. Linle food is consumed and the bass appear driven to
cosJ'de protection to the developing brood on a constant basis. limited ~
~ been
~ucted on the parental care activities of nesting smallmouth bass. .Similar studies for
tar emouth bass are still lacking. The purpose of this study was to exanun~ and compare the
~tal
care activities of male smaJ1mouthbass and largemouth~.
Dunng the summer of
1998, nesting fish from Lake Opinicon were implanted WIth e1~my~
(EMG)
nansmitters. These devices transmit data which are strongly co~
WIthsWl~mmg speed
and respiration. The detailed activity patterns yielded from thIS method provide data. for
uantitative comparisons. When these data are combined with frequent field ob~ons
~tained through snorkeling we are able to correlate activity levels with differen~ behaviours.
We will examine patterns of parental care from egg depos!tion.througb to br_ooddispersal: We
will also examine the energetic consequences associated WIthdIfferent behavioural phases.lDthe
parental care period. This work will also be combined with additional work fro~ Lake Erie and
research ponds in Illinois to address questions regarding size specific parental mvestmem,
AWstants~ Anders Koed (Denmark) and Amy McAninch

Dr. Anders Pape MeDer - Laboratoire d'Ecologie, Universite Pierre et Marie Curle,
Paris, France
·Coloni:ality and

juumme

response in swallows and marlins"

Tmeasured twO components of immune function in tree swallows .(Tachycinml~icolor)
at QUBS as pan of a larger project on the relationship between host unmune function ~d
hoszsociality. Parasi.ti.sm bas since long been assumed to be a cost of sociality. This assumpuon
has m:e:ntly been verified in models of the evolution of virulence because ~~ fac~IS~umed
10 alhance parasite virulence (horizontal transmission of parasi~,. and m~uple infections of
bosu by parasites of differeru genetic strains) both are co.mmO?~ bigb1y.social !'<'SlS. The tree
swaIkIw is at the lower end of the swallow and martin (Hirundinl(lae) social connnuum. and ~
should thus expect a lower average parasite pressure on tree swallows than in most other ~es
oftbis family. I obtained two measures of immune function: (I) a measure of T-cell mediated
immune response to injection "..ith phytohaemagglutinin, which is a measure of one component
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of the immune system; and (2) a measure of B-ceU
.
.
antibody production to injection with sheep red b=':
Immune ~nse
measured from
~ted. Both types of responses were very weak """'......
. Both nestlings and adults were
In Europe, Africa and Nonb America. For.
co........""': to that of the other 14 species !eSIed
(Perrochelidon pyrrlwnofa) has a T -cell
example, nestlings of the highly social cliff swallow
that of tree swa1Iow nestlings. Similar) Ts.:;;n
average more than seven times larger than
than five times larger in cliff swaJl~ ....:_.
response to sheep red blood ceJls was more
corns'IStent ••~....
U'4U 10 tree swallow nestlings
ww. weak effects of ecroparasites in
. Th esc findimgs are
swallows, as demonstrated by fumigation e
.
tree ~waJlows. but strong effects in cliff
are of relatively uniform body size the drments.
Ftoall~, althO~gh swallows and martins
ranging from 19.5to 26.5 days. The d:rationero~u:e::d~S)Y to ~uratlon of the nestling period
allometry are controlled, is positively correlated with ~g
period, even when any effects of
relationship is indicative of a cost of immune
. mean Immune respon~ of nestlings. This
a long nestling period results in longe
funcnon, but also countenntulllve in the sense that
r exposure to DCSl parasites. E· . this
swallow at the low end with a nestlin
ri'
ven In
context is the tree
swallow bas a nestling period lasting 2:.rda~. lasting on average 19.5 days, wftile the cliff

Dr. David P. Philipp, Center for Aquatic Ecolo lllin'
Frank. Phelan Q
' U'
.
.
.gy,
OIS Natural History Survey and
ueen s

DiVersity

BrolOgJcalStation

"Conservatjon Zones as Management Tools"
Efforts to assess the effectiveness of vol
.
permanent sanctuaries to protect bass
Woin untary no fishr~g. ~nservatjon zones and
loughborough lake, and lake OPinico~lf img efforts we.re uuoated in Bob's lake.
angling by compliance with peer-enfor~ d d p~rtan~ nesting areas are protected from
ensure effective reproduction and
~ eslgnatJ~ns or regulation, then does this
Ontario Ministry of Natural Reso
recrlJltmen~? ~IS research is sUPPOrted by the
urces and vanous Interest groups.
Assistants:

Co

ry

S

'Largemouth

and SmaUmouth Bass Reproductive Success'

This long-term SlUdyconcentrares on documenting the annual variation in largemouth and

smaJJmoutb bass ~ve

Intensive meaitoring of spawning success and the duration
of nesnng and parental care behaviors in both species continued to be documented at Lakes
Opinicon and Charleston, and the Mississippi and St. Lawrence River. In addition, efforts to
assess the effectiveness of voluntary no fishing conservation zones and permanent sanctuaries to
protect bass spawning efforts were initialed in Bob's lake, loughborough
lake. and lake
Opinlcon. This research is supported by the Ontario Mini.stry of Natural Resources,
Queen's University, and the Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters.
Assistants:
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Cory Suski. Julie Claussen, Jana Svec, James ludden,

Matthew

Deters

Jana S\"K - "R.eprodudive Success and Recruitment of SmaIlmoutb Bass" - MSc. Thesis.

SmaJlmoutb bass n::cruitmentmay be mfloenad DOtoo1y by survival of young of the year,

Assistant: Emily Croteau.

,
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k'
us I, Jana Svec, Jim ludden, Matthew

Deters, Julie Claussen

'Catch-and Release Angling of Largemouth and Smallmouth Bass"
To measure the impacts of preseason catch and
.
of largemouth and smallmouth bass resear
. -release angltng on the reproductive success
nest sites and determined the time 't'
k chers angled parental males of both
ies off their
I too
su bsequent abandonment rates Duri
th to return,
lin as well as th)e eve I 0f brood predation and
time in the boa" distance fromth
ng e ang g, .aspects of the handling and release such as
.
m e nest etc were vaned to
th . .
,
neganve effects. In addition as an inj~ ~ in
.
~
err Importance for minimizing
average catch rates of nesting bass
Pndumodeling ~ese ~pacts, experiments to determine
were co cted ar vanous SHes.
Assistants· J .
• ulie Claussen, Jana Svee, lim Ludden, Matthew Deters, Cory Suski, The Mav
5peCJ.

but also by individual nesting male reproductive sucoess. Individual nesting male smalJmouth bass
in the Mississippi River, Eastern Ontario, Canada have been followed as pan of a long term study.
This study has been monitoring recruitment, reproductive success and nest-sire fidelity to gel a
greater understanding of the reproductive ecology of smalJmoUlb bass. Data so far have sbo ....rn
a positive correlation between the number of smallmooth bass fry produced in a year and the
scrength of that resulting year class one and two years later. Understanding the underlying
mechanisms influencing various aspects of reproductive ecology of smalJmouth bass may lead to
betteT management of the species.
AssistaDts: Jim Ludden, Cory Suski, Matthew Deters, Julie Claussen
COl")'Suslci - 'Fadors affecting the reproductive success of Largemouth Bass' - MSc. Thesis.
largemouth bass are the top predators in many aquatic systems.
Uncertainty exists
regarding the extent to which biotic factors (such as male size, male age, male experience and the
number of eggs laid) and abiotic factors (such as temperature, nest depth and nest locaoon)
influence the reproductive success of individual largemouth bass. Changes in reproductive success
can greatly affect year class strength and/oT recruitment. As part of a long-term SlUdy,nesting
male largemouth bass in a small lake (Warner Lake) have been implanted with Passively Induced
Transponder (pen tags allowing for the positive identification of individual fish. Over the past
four years, the movements reproductive success, site fidelity and nesting char.lct.eristics of nesting
males have been monitored and these results are being used to assess alternate management
strategies for this species.
Assistants: Jana Svec, Jim Ludden, Matthew Deters, Julie Claussen
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Dr. David P. Philipp and Julie E Clauss
N'
• ...~en - Center for Aquatic: &01
atural History Survey and Dr John E;~
.
ogy,
•
plJanlO, Trout Unlimited

.
I1llnolS

'Natural Hybridization Events Between Bluegill and Pumpkinseed"
Bluegill and pump...
,.~JQseed are common
.
f
Although these two species have simiIariti . species 0 sunfish found in Lake Opinicoa
habllal requirements for building nests tbeyes
~ tbei~reproductive activities, as well as in ~
natural inrerspccific hybridiLltioo
v~ ear ~OiphoJogical differences. Even so
shown. that ~s is aocomplished wben y~~
wild. Research in our.~~lOry ~
spawn.lllgpaus of pumpkinseed. To determine
~
bluegill Steal feniJizaoons from
nests of males and delermining the parentage
fitness of hybrids we are sampling
allow us to assess the relative COSts and benefi
Offspnng. The results of these analysis will
IS of these bybridintion events.

mulli'

of:: ~

Dr. Usher Posluszny - De

I

partmen

Jason C. BUrnham - "The contributi
persistence of Hydrocharismorsus-~~

of Botany, University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario

r

~ ~
and tu.rioDStowards population growtb ..
. Y ocharitaceae)." M.Sc. Thesis

This study examined the relative contribution of seed
.
growth of Hydrocharis morsus-ranas L (H droch.ari
s and ninons towards the population
macrophyte. A IifecycJe study was cond' tedYthat
taceae), a free-floating invasive aquatic
Productio~, germination. recruitment an~c wth com~
propagules at the following stages:
that explained the pattern of producti~n angrod
th . Standing crop/m" was a significant cariabJe
had difr
"
,e SlO results contradic.....
I'
od
.• erent germlllatJon
rates after various
•
"'" ear ier m els, Propagules
?f ~ons were recruited compared to onl 0 rage and grOWl".gtreatments. Approximately 26%
indicated that the high relative growth
of seeds III the field. A gIowth experiment
larger turions were able to produce larg 01
~DgS does not produce a larger plant, Instead
was produced which predicted that
p
were smaller turions and seeds. A modei
of low recruitment, survivorship and gro!n.
tribution 10 the adult population is minute because

i=~

rar1
seedI: c:ts. ~

Thesis:

.

Burnham, J. C. 1998. The contribution of seeds

persistence of Hydrocharis morsus.ranae L (H ~
Botany, University of Guelph , Guelph ,tano.
On' . Y

Dr. Peter Sale Ontario

.
tunoos towards population growth and

ceae). M.Sc. Thesis. Oepanment of

Department of B' I'
.
10 og~ Sciences, University of Windsor, Windsor.

"FlSberies and Aquatic Studies "

Dean Fitzgerald - "Growth
.
lakes" _ Ph.D. Thes~ survival, and bioenergetics of young YeDow Perch in temperate

This project is contributing information and understanding on factors shaping the survival
of young~f-the-year (YOY) yellow perch (PeTCLIjll1\'tSCOIS Mitchill) among lake types within the
Gteat Lakes basin. Of particular interest is the elucidation of how YOY pen:h gro",th and
overwinter survival vary among lakes and years. To answer these questioos. perch grov.1h and
suM\'3l ate being compared using both shan and long-term (> 10 yr) data sets colleaed in
associatioo wiIh sevua1}ll'OVinciaJ, state, and university collaborators. Short-term data bas been
collected during 1997 and 1998 within numerous small (800-1000 ha), large (~20000
ha),
and basins of Great Lakes (100,000 ha). Long-term data has been found for at least one replicate
Withineacb lake-size category. Lake Opinicon represents one of the small-lake replicates within
this srudy design thai has been sampled during both 1997 and 1998. SeJ.ectioo was not only
CQIDIl1eIlSUJ2t wilh Opinicon's surface area, but also because of the rich cba.racteri.ziuoo of the
lake biotic community that has been completed in the past. and the extensive shoreJme acoess
afforded by QUBS. Duri:ng 1998, Lake Opinicon produced a large year-dass of yellow perch
relative to 1997. These fish demonstrated growth rates comparable to other lakes and basins
considered during 1998. Opioicon perch during 1998 also demonstrated a protracted spawning
period, determined using YOY perch lapilus orolith analyses, that was in-step with the warm
spring season and consisreot with all other systems sampled during 1998. Studies during the
spring of 1999 will focus on quantifying the overwinter survival patterns of the large 1998 year-

class.
AssisUnts: Mellisa Krausse and Jarer Macdonald

Dr. Bruce P. Smith - Biology Dept., Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York
·Water mite parasitism or Aquatic Insects"
The Divenity of Stylostome Structure among Water Mites
The water mites (Hydraclmidia) are comprised of about 5,000 species, grouped into
approximately 300 genera, 50 families, and 8 superfamilies. There is no clear concensus for the
evolutionary history based upon evidence available, and there is considerable need fur
investigati.ons into additional morphological features that may prove useful for indicating
phylogenetic reJatjooships. In 1998 I conducted an extensive survey of the morphology of the
SlyIostome, or feeding tube, that is produced by parasitic larval water mites. This sttueture is
generally destroyed when preserving and slide-mounting specimens, and hence bas largely been
ignored by past re:searcben. The few available descriptions of stylostomes indicated that this
feeding rube is remarkably consistent in form within a species. has a cons.isteru configuration
IIIIOIIg species within a genus, but differs dramatically among the three genera for 'A-1IidI
stylOSlOmes
have been illustrated.
From mid-May to the end of July. 1sampled large numbers
of hosts parasiliz.ed by a diversity of water mite species, representing at least 15 genera. 10
families, and 5 superfamilies. The general panern is that most "primitive" water mite groups have
the multiply-branched, presumably open-ended srylostomes (Eylaoidea. Hydrachnoidea. and at
!.east some HydIyphantoidea) whereas the "advanced" water mites of the HygrobalOidea and
Anenuroidea have single-branced, open-ended stylcstomes. The total lack of srylostomes among
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any species of Lebertioidea is curious given that th
.
other "advanced" water mite taxa
ey are cnnSldered 10 be closely-allied 10 the
[0 the general pattern among genera
~pon a large n~ber of characteristics.
While consistem
Piona; this structure could be valuabl~ fo~~
r:oTlSJ~le
variab~ty within Arrenurus and
could also have application 10 host/parasite studi ~
res
and species groups. This research
used 10 determine which insects had been ~
In
. ~ presence of styloslOmes could be
Publications:
p
y pat2Sltized, and by whal group of mites.

based

Smith, B.P. 1998. Loss of IarvaJ
•"
.
Applied Acarology 22: 187-199.
parasttlSm m palaslIengonine mites.
Smith, B.P. 1999. Loss of IarvaJ
. ..
Evolunon of the Acari edited by J B . ~lllsm
Academic Publishers.
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m pat2Sllellgomne I1IJtes. .in Ecology and
van(i8 der Geest., M.W. Sabelis.
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m press).

Dr. Patrick WeaUzerhead- Department of Biology
"Long-term

.

ExperirnenraJ and

,

Carle

"

seton UWVet"Slty, Ottawa,

Ontario

studies of birds and snakes"

In 1998 the long-term study of red-win ed
.
. .
Long-term projects on both black rat snakes
dg blackbirds was limited 10 analysis of data.
the efforts of the students currently cnndUCtinanth°o~ern water snakes were maintained through
g . esis work of these species (see below).

Gabriel Blouin-Demers - "Thermal
I
temperate environment" _ Ph.D. Th=s~gyof the black rat snake (EW.pht obsolna) in a cal
This project was initiated in 1996
.
study of black rat snakes at QUBS and
todconrmue the .Ion~-term ecological and demographic
and th
10 un enake a del:ltled 10 esti .
f
~oregulatory
behaviour of this speci
Black
v
ganon 0 the spatial ecology
range 111 eastern Ontario and close to the aortbe,
. rat snakes are.at the northern limit of their
thus experience high thermoregulatory costs ;~=:e
of sn:"e distributions. Blac~ rat snakes
etc.). General models in thermal bi I
. (cool temperatures, shon active season
thermoregulatory costs should 001 invest ~~':nJ:;ediCI
~
species experiencing
sucb
fluctuating body temperature profiles. Species that .
10 them~ulation
and thus should have
are also expected to demonstrate maximum expeneoce fluctuating body temperature profiles
[em~ratures.
These predictions have never
under a .broad range of bod)
species. The central goal of my research is
eq
Y tested .usmg septentrional snake
temperature selection (fOraging, reproduction
the ecological factors affecting bod)
use 10 gain insight into the therrnorem
YSlS
~w the preferences influence habitat
temperature-sensitive
radio-telemetry to ~latory
strategies of black rat snakes.
I use
movement patterns.
umeot body temperature selection, habitat use, and

effo:r-

~m:

~~=

Assistants:

Heather McCracken, Anthony Volk, ~
and '-4U,enne
,,_"- . Verreault

high

KeUey IGssner _ "Maternal influences on offsprin: quality in northern water snakes.
Nuodia sipalDn" - Ph.D. Thesis.
A female's fitness is intimately related to the survival and reproductive success of her
offspring. ConseqUently, a female may be expected 10 manipulate the quality of her offspring in
ways that maximize her fitness. Tbere are twO general ways in which a female could influence the
quality of her offspring. FIfS1, a female may control who she mates with or her number of mates.
Second, a female may influence the quality of her offspring by varying thetr pbeoolype. I will use
a combination of expelimental and COrTdationaJ approaches 10 detemune the potential that exists
for female WI thern water SIIakes (Nerodia sipetlon) LOinfluence the quality of their offspring, and
the extenl 10 which females exploit this po!eIltiaJ 10 vary offsprmg quality adaptively to enhance
their own fitness. Offspring quality will be measured as overwinter survivaJ of nconaIaI water
snakes. Survival of neonates will be monirored using individuals maintained in outdoor enclosures.
complete with ponds and hibernacuJa. located in the Hughson tract.
Assistants: Sophie SOIIlIDf:reI'. Jeo Gilchrist, Heather McCracken, and Tony Volk

Heather McCracken - • A comparative study of thennal effects
01 snakes" - B.Sc_ Thesis.

00

movement in two species

Most bebaviow:aJ and physiological capacities of ectotherms are influenced by body
temperature. The co-adaptation hypothesis proposes that the thermal dependencies of important
behaviours and physiological processes should exhibit adapl3tion 10 the thermal constraints that
an organism faces. Thus, for a species thaI can maintain its body temperature near its optimum
most of the time, physiological capacity should be maximal over a narrow range of temperatures.
Conversely, for thermal generalists that often confront conditions that do not allow precise
thermoregulation, broader thermal capacity should be exhibited. I tested the co-adaplation
bypothesis by comparing thermal sensitivity of LOngue-flicking, swimming, and striking speed in
two species of snakes, both of which are near the northern limit of their range at QUBS. The
nonhero water snake (Nerodia sipedon) is a thermal specialist, while the black rat snake (ElapM
obsokJa) is more of a thermal generalist. Analyses cnmpleted 10date indicate that, consistent with
the co-adaptalion bypothesis, black rat snakes are able 10 perform well over a broader range of
body temperatures than northern water snakes.
AssKtants: Gabriel Blouin-Demers,
Volk

Jen Gilchrist, KeUey Kissner, Sophie Sommerer,

Sophie Sommerer _ .Offspring sex ratio variatioo in eastern prter
ribbon snakes" _ M.Sc. Thesis.

and Tony

snakes and eastern

Natmal selection favours parents that invest equally in offspnng of each sex. thus
explaining sex ratios of 1:1 found in most populations. Under certain conditions, bowever, females
might benefit by producing an excess of either sons or daughters. Studies of several snake species
have shown that mothers appear 10 adjust the sex ratio of their offspring in response 10 their
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C~mstances
at the time of reproduction. However, it remains unclear whether these sex ratio
adjustments are adaptive. r am using two local snake species to determine whether females are able
to manipulate sex ratio adaprively. I will use supplemental feeding experiments to adjust the size
and condition of females at ovulation (the time at which sex is determined), and will determine
whether the sex ratios of their offspring are adjusted accordingly. I will also use delaiJed
measurements of offSPring cbar.icteristics to determine whether sexual dimorphism observed In
adults is obvious at birth.

Assis1an1s! Kelley Kissner,

len

Gilchrist,

Heather

McCracken,

Tony Volk

Anthony Volk- "meets of incubatioo temperature 00 a ootbern POPUlation of black rat •
(EJaph~ obsoleta obSOlda) batcblings" _ B.Se. Thesis.
Variation in incubation temperature has been shown to influence hatchling development in
a wide variety of reptile species. Species in temperate climates may be expected to show SOme
level of adaptation to cooler incubation temperatures and shorter growth periods caused by the
colder climate. Eggs from a northern POPulation of E/aphe obsolaa Obso/ela were incubated at
two different temperatures (25"C or 3O"C) to test the hypothesis that individuals in this population
would be tolerant of COOlerincubation temperatures. Hatchling snOUt-vent length, mass, condition,
number of ventral scales and abnormalities were documented. Hatch1ing swimming speed,
righting reflex and initial response to handling were quantified.
Hatching time and hatChing
success were also recorded. In general, hatchliogs incubated at 300c performed
better than
hatchlings incubated at 25"C. Nevertheless, the differences between the two groups were SmaJJer
than the di fferences between similar groups from studies in more southern populations of other
snake
These resullS suggest that some adaplation to colder incubation temperatures exists
in my species.
study population.
Assistaots:
Gabriel Blouin-Demers. Kelley Kissner, Heather McCracken,
GilChrist
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Fee Schedule for 1999
Seminars 1998
June 4
Dr. Anders Pape Meller (laboratoire d'Ecologie, Universit~ Pierre et Marie Curie,
Paris, France)
"Parasites, host sexual selection and host immune defense"
June 11
Dr. Anders Pape Meller (laboratoire d'Ecologie, Universit6 Pierre et Marie Curie,
Paris, France)
"Parasitism, reproductive effort and parent-offspring conflict"
June 16
Dr. Anders Pape Meller (laboratoire d'Ecologie, UniverSlt6 Pierre et Marie Curie,
Paris, France)
"Behavioural ecology and conservation biology: Are there connections?"
June 24
QUBS regulars
"Research topics, species and approaches"
June 29
Dr. Bruce P. Smith (Department of Biology, Ithaca College)

IJpgrtl Clt4rw - MmIs only
-no obligation for chores
-includes obligaJion for chores on a rouuing. schedule

$445/mmrlh1persqn
$308/moruh/pe1$()n

AU{)mmodation CJuugg - Housing only
$1 7. 17/molIlhiperson

-dormltory (While House or Curran Conage)

$34. 34lmoruh/person

-small cabin (Cabins 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11)
-medium cabin (Cabins 3,8, 9, 10, 13, 14)
-large cobin (Cabins 12,15 and Whirt House Apartmeru]
-Collagt (Keast, Earl, Sumac or Maplewood)

$68.68 month/person
S91/moruh/perso71
$127.50hnonrhlper$()ll

Room qn4 Boord Bales (or Shot1iCnn V"Won
SI90lptrson
$24.50 day/person
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-dinner only
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-ovemighr accommodation - academic purposes
-o~'tmiglrr accommodation - non-academic purposes

NOTB - Feesfor groups and confutnaS

-

includes a lab fet

are negotiDled direaly with the Manager or Direaor

Boal Rental
$210hno1flh, WtwuJc - includes mainunancefrom normal use - gas and oil flO( included

"There is no free lunch: Why do some larval mites lose the parasitic habit?·
July 22
Michelle Gunness (Department of Biology, Carleton University)
"Parental investment In dabbling ducks"

Ullday - includes gas and oil for one day remal
.
NOTE - Feesfor use of pontoon boau art negotiDled direaly with the Managu or Direaor
Btnch Fees
$4.80/day - no~ueen's staff or major researcher (M.Sc. or Ph.D. candidate, project
coordinator or Post-Doaoral Fellow)
$1.70/day - each non-Queen's assistant
NOTE -Ifsufficientfunds are 1101 available, bench fees may be waived or reduced upon wrinen
application to the Director.
Prprjnci4l SDIes Tar
P.S. T. is applicable

Goods and

10 oil

used in boais,

10 photocopies

and Far.

Sen'ices Tar
G.S. T. is opplicoblt 10 charges for boar raual, direc: sales (e.g. equipmou) and all
charges for room and board from casual users.

